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Abstract
T his study deals with the ,Iy namir l"harach'risl;n; tiC plat,'S S11 1 1l1l'''~I ..1 ill wau-r
using an alytical and exper imental ml1ll1)(ls. Till' 1'111 II'S r'nusids-n..l I1 0l\"" two kiud» lOr
boun dar y conditions, one wit h rl ;ullpl~ l. rr. 't~·da lllp(..I·rn,,·(('F<:F) s11ppnrts, a u"I !I.'r
with simple-frce. simp lc-frcc(SFSf ) suppo rts. TIll'Y 'Ire sub rllC'rg l..1 in \\',II,"T il l ,lilr"T'
ent de pths.
For the exper imental study, modnln-sting of 1Ill' 1\\'0 plill'·S is t"MTit.. l 011(, in air
and in wate r. T he effect of the depth of SI,bl lw rgt 'll c'l! of li re pla tt· is illVl'Sl iRillt-,I. Till'
simply supported conditio n was sim \llalcd by using a notched I>I,ll c will. " d;uIlIH·,1
e nd and the finite element so[lwan.' AIJAQ CS is IlSl'(ll u . Ic lt'rlll illl' l h l ~ .Iill...n.~ iulls .. f
t he notch. The approp riateness of t ile tested plates as IIMllld~ of thl: ( ~F( ~F 1111,1 SFS)o'
plates is verified. The added mass factor. whir h is 1ISf":d hI eccounr fo r tl... , I"n"'i~"'"
ill ndural frequencies , and the Inerease ill !nOflal <lalllping ratios fu r t!w \lih ratill~
plates submerged in water have been evaluated for t1\l~ lint live moe!C"!. Tile ,·If..<:l .. [
th e plat e boun da ry cond it ions 011 rhe vibration of p l iltl~ ill water illa lso iIlV'!>ILiWllI. 1.
In t he ana lytical st udy, a thin plate 1I111lcrg" illg a flexu ral hCllIlill1; vihra Liu lI ill i'
bod y of homogeneous, inecmpre eib lc .'01111 invisrid f1 uie!whose 1II0t iol1 is irrotntionul,
is considered. Th e govern ing e quation for t he surfa ce displacement of the plall!·lIlli,J
sys te m is derived. In the crforl to so lve the vt:!ocity pctcutiel , the g(!IlI:ral lill' ~i!.ti~.I ·,J
fluid free surface bou ndary condition is ap plied . T ill! relationship be t ween t ile luJdl:d
mass an d t he depth of su bmergenc e abOVI! and belowt he plate is flli tablislulfl.
Th e ana lyti cal solut ion is app lied to th e CFC F and SFS" plates submerged in
w illl'l, and llw experimental ilnd analytical studies on the added mass due to the
Jlwst:nn' of nuld a re compared. T he maximum difference betwee n the measured ami
th e predic ted ad<..k'<! mass Factors is found to be within 1,916%,
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Chapt er 1
Introduction
In a large class of dyn amic p roblems , t he st ructure either cont ains or is sur rcuuderl
by fluid. Examples include safety analysis of nuclear reactor s, seism ic an alysis or
large liquid storage tan ks, dy namics o f ships , and submarines. In these problema , 1I11'
st ructural disp lacement mod ifies the flow field, which in turn affects th e :;lrucLuf;\1
res ponses. Gene rally, these a TC categorized as fluid-str ucture interact ion problems.
In fluid-str ucture inte raction probl ems, natural frequencies, dam ping ra lios al1l
mod e sha pes of a structure arc different from those in air. The prediction or 1I IC$ C
changes due to th e presence of fluid is important , as this ma kes it pos sible for ;1
des igner to select appropriate str uct ura l parameters, geomet ry, dam ping coatiugs ,
etc, to suppress structural vibrat ion.
Ma ny stud ies on the fluid-structur e inte ractio n problems have been carri ed 0 111
by analytical , numerical and experimental met hods. Studies performed by Rayleigh{1877],
l.amb{ 192I j, Peake and Th urst on\1954J, Dowell and Voss\1963], Qaisi[1!l881and Hobin-
son and Pa lmer(l99 0J presented ana lytical solutions for predict ing t he fluid effcct 01 1
the vib ration of simple st ructures such as circular or recta ngular plates. Numerical
st ud ies carried out by Marcusl1978\, Volcy f:t a1.{1979j, Muthu vccrappan [1978, 1!179,
J!J801 and 1 ':v(~ r~ t i nc [ [ 99 I J investigated complex str uct ures and/or complex boundary
conditio ns of structures allil fluid. Reports of experimental studies on submerged can-
tilcvctI:d plaLe~{ Lindholm, 1965] (Budipriyanto, 19931, on perforated pla tca[De Santo,
19811. and on a cylindrical structu re[Randall, 1985],have been pu blished . In genera l,
these st udies have exposed the mechanism of fluid-st ructure interacti on problems
and/ or presented methodologies to es timat e the fluid effect on the vibratio n of sub-
merged str uctures. T he fluid effecton a str uctu re can be considered as an added mass
for lower modes. and as an added mass and an added dam pingfor higher modes. How-
ever, neither ana lyt ical nor experimenta l st udy which investigates the effect of the
depth of submergence on a rectangular plate oriented horizontally has been reported
before. Also, there is 110 reference in the open litera ture which investigates exper-
imentally the effect of boundary c?ndi tions on the vibration of rectangular plates
submerged in fluid.
This thesis presents analyt ical and experimental studies on rectangular plates
submerged in water at different dept hs with the intent of gaining an insight into
the mentioned sub jects. T he plates have two different boundary cond itions, one
has clamped-rree-d amped-free(CFCF) supports and the other has simple-free-simple-
frce(SFSF) supports. The organization of the study is made in t he following manner:
Litera ture review of previous studies on fluid-st ructure inte raction problems is
given in Chapter 2.
The theoretica l basis of modal an alysis is reviewed in Chapter 3. Some practical
considera tions related to th e experimen tal modal analysis, such as the B&K 2034
analyzer involved in data acquisition, and STAR software used in modal parameter
est imation are also discussed.
Chap ter ·1 deals with t he expc rimcmnl ~h lily 1111 t he (' FeF am i SF~F pt,'h'~
both in air and in water of 6 dillcrcm depths of :<1I1Ilnergl·lICt·, n-spt'Ctin.';.Jo·. ..\ nou-ln-d
plate with clamped ends is suu csted to approach the SFSF plate, and fiuih~ dl'1I1t'ul
software AB AQUS is used to determine the t1irllClI"ioll>l uf the notch. H':!lull>l I'll"
d iscussion are presented .
An ana lyt ical solut ion to an cla st ic rec tangular pla te , which undergo es tleXllr;11
be nding vibration in a. body of bcmogcncous, incomp res sible nnd invlscld llui,J whUSt!
mot ion is irro tational, is presented in Chapter 5. The relationshi p be tween rlu- adtl,'d
mass and th e dcprh or su bmergence is establi shed. Also, the validity of t he presented
so lut ion is assessed by applying it to t he Cr CF and SFSF plates.
Chap ter 6 makes conclusions on t he st udy,
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Prev ious Work on the Fluid- St ruct u r e Inter-
action Problems
2.1. 1 An alyt ical Ap proaches
T he ana lyt ica l st udy on fluid-stru cture inte ract ion problems was init ia ted by Rayleigh
[1877), He calculated the increase of inertia for a rigid vib rating plat e in an infini te
baffle. Aft erwa rds, Lambl1921J considered t he problem for the first axisymmetric
flexural mode of a circular plate clamped at its edge. T he plate was placed in an
aperture of infinitely rigid plane wall in contact with water. T he method developed
was based on the calculation of the kinetic energy of fluid in terms of t he velocity
potent ial; and the Rayleigh metho d was used in the calculation of the resonance
frequency of the plate in fluid. Lamb' s work was extended to the case of t he vibra tio n
of a circular plate by Peake and Th urston{ 1954', for two different bound ary condit ions
,~t its edge, simply supported and clamped. T heir theoret ical result s agreed with t he
exper imental da ta to with in 10%.
Kwak and Kim(1991] also invest igated th e fluid effect on the nat ural frequen-
cics of circular pla tes in water . TI le plate was simply-sup ported, clamped and free,
respectively , at its edge and underwent axisyuuuctnc vibrations . T he Hankel Trans-
formation technique was used to obtai n a qualitative measure of the fluil! c1fl·l' I.• h
was found t hat the natural Ircqucncios of clamped and simply supported circular
plates were sensitive to the fluid boundary conditions while the natur al rn"luelll:}' of
the free edge plate was not sensitive to it,
T he app roach presented by Espinosa and Gallegc-Juarez[I!IS'Q is for l'v,I!\I;\l-
lng the fluid effect on the frequencies of circular plates. Unlike other analyses, lin
assumptio n was made as to the magnitude of the wavelength in respect to the liJH'ar
dimensions of the plate. The met hod was ap plied to a wa ter-loaded circular platt'
vibrati ng in its axisymmetric modes ami confirmed by experiment study.
Dowell and Voss[1963] examined a clamped rectangular [Jl l\t,~ ill coutnct with
fluid and presented a metho d to estimate the effect of fluid leading 0 11 its lla1.llral
frequencies. It was found tha t t he fluid acted as an aerodynamic spring or as an
added mass attached to the plate. Prell ove{19G5] extended Dowell an d Voss's work
considerably. By considering a simply suppor ted plate loaded on one side by u finite
fluid-filled cavity, he addressed a problem in reconciling plat e and fluid boundar y
conditi ons . Th e plate displacements were exp ressed a, a weighted sum or mode shap'~s
of th e plate in vacuo and expanded in terms of orthogonal Iunctions which ;ndividually
satisfied th e fluid boundary condit ions. Thus, fluid and plate boundary condit ions
were satis fied simulta neously. However, t he displacement expression is 110 1. ill terms
of norma l modes of the combined system, as the mode shapes in vacuum are not
eigenfunct ions of the coupled governing equation,
More recently, Qaisi[1!?S8j has studied t he simply supported and t he clamped
plates by similar met hods. His study exte nded previous work by the application
of matrix methods to evaluate natural frequencies and mode shapes of the plate in
contact with fluid.
Junger and F<~ i t[ 1 972 1 also considered a simply supported plate. In t he analysis,
the surface displacement was expanded as a weighted sum of modes of the plat e in
vacuo, but fluid side wall boundary condit ions were not included. The near !h·lt!
and fa.rfield responses werediscussed. It was concluded that the plate-fluid coupling
is small for large plates, in which the only effect of the fluid is as an added mass.
DaviCII [1971] discussed this coupling in some detail , examining the relation to the
damping and added mass effects.
The analysis presented by Robinson and Pa lmer[1990] is of a problem in which
the plate and fluid modes are compatib le; the plate mode shapes are not coupled by
the fluid. Unlike the above analyses, the hydrosta tic pressure exerted by the displaced
liquid was incorporated. Free motion in a general combined mode was investiga ted,
and constrain ts on the mode shapes developed. The particular case of a. float ing plate
with edges constrained to have zero slope was then studied.
The above analytical approach has advantages for predicting the effect of the
surrounding fluidon the vibrating plates qualitatively, but it is rest ricted to very spe·
cial cases. In contrast , numerical approaches such as t~e finite element method(FEM)
and the boundary element method(BEM) make it possible to solve complex structures
as well as complex boundary conditions of the str ucture and fluid.
2 .1.2 Numerical Approache s
In the effort to numerically solve the st ructure-fluid interaction problems, various
approximate methods have been proposed to define the transient interaction loading.
They are often based upon the asymptotic be haviours of fluid wave motion, ;'e'., i l l
early time(high frequency) of the interaction the fluid leading tends 10 be II di\11lpilll;
force and at late timc( low frequency) to tends to he an inerti a force of ad.lt.->t l lllilSS.
Everstine[1991] investigated a cylindrical shell with fia.tend closures sllhulI'rg(,d
in fluid by finite element met hod and boundary clement method. The low frequency
vibratio n was considered, and fully-coupled added mass rnlltrirt.-'S weTI' calculated.
The FEM was implemented using NASTRt\N while Lhe BEl\'1 WIIS performed using
NASHUA and NASTRAN. Both met hods were proved capab leof computing nccurat e
submerged resonances,
Another rigorous finite element met hod for fluids was developed and discussed
by Chowdhury[1972], which was used by :'vluth uvecrappa n!1978, 1979, IHRO] to carry
out extensive st udies on the atructurc-Huid .teraction problems. Tile sLudy was
carried out for a square cantileve r plate by varying the following factors: (i) depths
of immersion; (ii) aspect. ratios; (iii) plate boundary con t.lilions(simp ly supported,
clamped and free at its edges); [iv] plate materials(steel, aluminum and cOPII(:r) ;
and (v) fiui':! densities. Results presented indicated the dependence of the nat urnl
frequencies of the submerged cant ilever plate on dept h of water above and below tIll!
plate, and on t he lat eral extent of the water. As the submergClIdepth increased till'
variation in natural frequencies became less, and this variatio n was apprecia ble only
in the fundamental frequencies. T he mode shapes in water varied slightly from t hose!
in air. Relati onships were established showing t he dependence of t he non.dimc nsionul
frequency pa ramet ers on plate materials an d fluid densit ies.
Fu and Price11987] investigated plate-fluid interaction problem by using hydro c-
last id ty theory a nd being ncccmpliahed by t he FEM. The plat e considered was of can-
tilevcr support , part ially or totally immersed in lluid. The interactions were defined
in terms of dry mode shapes, natural frequencies. principal coordinates, frequency-
dependent generalized hydrodynamic coefficients, etc.
The effect of the free surface was considered. T he validity of the hydroelas-
ticity theory an d the accuracy of the chosen numerical techniques were assessed by
comparing prediction s with the experimental data available.
Numerical methods, whether FEM or BEM, can be applied to solve com-
plcx fluid-st ruct ure interaction problems. However, both methods require enormous
amounts of computational time and effort. Furt hermore, it is not easy to obtain an
accurate measure or the fluid effects by either method. Besides, the validity of the
results obtained by the analytical method or the numerical methods can be appro-
priately assessed only by experimental stud y. Thus , experimental methods have been
widely used in the investigat ion of the addressed problems.
2.1. 3 Experimental Approaches
Jezequel(1983) carr ied out a study whose main goal was to obtai n an experimental
model which could be used in the modal synthesis methods. The added mass was
identified by using the measured modes of the st ructure, both in air and in con-
tact with the fluid. The model which expresses the dynamic behaviour of the fluid-
str ucture system was obtained through an optimizat ion procedure. The method was
confirmed by applying it to the case of a plate par tially immersed in water.
Randall[1985] carried out dynamic studies on a cylindrical st ructure in air and
submerged in wate r. Modal analysis techniques were used to identify the no::.t ural
frequencies and mode shapes under both conditions.
De Santo [198l] accomplished experimental study on perforated plates vibrat.ing
in wate-r. The water effect was expressed in terms of added mass and hydrcdynmuic
damping. Dimensionless formulas which gave accura te values ror the added Ill;L'\S
and lower bounds (or the hydrodynamic damping force in the linear and ucnllncnr
damping ranges were presented.
Lindholm et ai.[1965jstudied extensively cantilever plates ill air and in water by
experiments. The plates were vertically-placed or tilted, with different aspect ratios,
chord rat ios and thickness. The resu lts were compared with thc.oretical prcdlctlons
based on simple beam theory or thin -plate theo ry and the chorclwisehydrodynamic
strip theory. An emp irical correction (actor was introduced to achievegood theo ret ical
and experimenta l correlation. The fluid free surface and partial submergence dfeds
were also investigated. It was concluded that : (i) natural frequencies or the plate
decreased and node lines of mode shapes shifted when it was submerged in Iluld;
(ii) the added mass factor changed with the submerged dept h or the plate, hut lhe
significant change occurred only when the submerged depth was less tha.n about one
half span length of the plate .
The experimenta l stud ies carried out by Budipriyantol1993]examined uncracked
and cracked cantilevered plates in a ir and submerged in water. It was found lhat the
nat ural frequencies reduced by 39 high as 26.8%and the damping increased by 5 times
in-air value when the water levelwas just about the middle of the plate thickness. For
full submergence where the water level was about 230mm above the upper surface or
the plate, a maximum natural frequency reduction of 40% and damping increase of
about 6 times in-air value were observed.
2.2 Summary
Pr evious stud ies which have been revie wed above have invest iga ted the dyna mic char -
act eristics of st ruct ur es in fluid. Most of these stu dies have examined t he change in
na tural frequencies of the struc tures due to the presence of the fluid. Some have
studied the changes in damp ing ratios a nd mode shapes. The mechanism of the fluid-
structure interaction problems has been exposed. The study presented iu this thesis
is focused on the stu dy of the effect of the depth of submergence on the vibration of
recta ngular plates o riented horizontally. The effect of p late boundary co nditions on
the vibrat ion of plates submerged in fluid is also invcsdgated. Both analytical a nd
experimental methods are used.
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Chapter 3
Modal Analysis Theory
Modal an a lysis is the pro cess of characterizing vibration properties and IJI'h:wiulir
of a linea r system by mo da l parameters. T his process is ofte n referred to as llKJlJlI 1
modelling . Modal modelling focuses Oil three key pro perties of a vibralillg >lys1.elll :
natural frequencies, damp ing rat ios, IIIIQ mode shap es.
In the subsequent secti ons, theoretical basis ormodal a nalysis will he rcv it~w, sl;
then experimental modal analysis will he addressed . In the d iscussion of tlw cxpurl-
mental method of modal analysis, considerable considerations will be given to S()IIlC~
practical problems related to th e B&J< 2034 ana lyzer and t he STArt sortwilr( ~ flc'·
velcped by Structural Meas rrcrncnt Systems, which arc used in the analysis of til l!
experimenta lly obtai ned freque ncy response functions ana the modal paralilder l~sti·
mation. ALso, the calcula tio n of added mass factors from the nat ural frequencies of ;1
vibrat ing structure in air and in fluid i~ discussed.
3.1 Theoretical B asi s of Modal A nalys is
In order to apply modal analysis to a.syste m, this system is assu med to satisfy the
following conditionslA Jlemaug, 1987J:
II
(i ) The system is linear. Th is implies that t he response of the system, due to any
combination of forces which applied simultaneously, is equal to the sum of the
individual response to each of the forces acting alone. Under this assumpt ion,
the system behaviour can be characterized by a controlled experiment, ir. which
forces applied to t he system have a form convenient for measuremen t and pa-
ramete r estimation rather than being similar to the forces actuall y applied to
the system in its normal environment.
(ii) The system is time-invariant . Thi s means that the system parame ters such as
the equivalent mass, the stiffness and the damping rat io are constants instead
of functions in t ime.
(iii ) The system is considered to follow Berti-Ma xwell's reciprocal theorem. T he
theorem states that t he deformat ion at point j due to a force applie d at poin t
k is equal to the deformat ion at point k due to a force at point j . Under th is
assumption, it is required to measure only a column or a row of the system
frequency response functions.
Consider the governing equat ion of vibration for a mult iple degree-of-freedom
system with viscous damp ing
[MHi(t )) + [cHi(t)) + [KH z(t )) =(f(t ))
where
{MI: II X n mass matrix;
(el: 11 x n damping matrix;
[Al n x n stiffness matr ix;
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(3.1)
{x(I )} : 11 X I vector of accelera tions:
{r( l)}: n x I vecto r of veloci t ies:
{.r(l)} : n x I vect or of displacements:
U (t )}: n x I vector of fceees,
Application of Laplace tra nsform to Equat ion a.! yields
I,'IMJ+,[CI + IKJI{X (, )} = { F{,)) + (lMI + [CI II X (O)) + [MH .~(O)} (:1 .'1
where s = 6+ jw is the Laplace variable: (S(O)} and {X(O)} arc the init ial d iNpllll'l"
ment and veloci ty vectors at t ime t :: 0: ( .\' ( .~ )} and { V(.~)} arc the d iNplan' ll1t?llt
a nd force vectors in the Lap lace domain . If the initial conditions arc ZI?rO , I~tl ilil l iu ll
3 .2 beco mes
["1 M )+ ,rC )+ [KIJ{X(.•)) = {F {.•)}
Let [B(s)) =,,2(MI +.lI[G] +(KJ. th en Equation :1.3 can be rewrit ten as
(~"'I
T his is a n equ ivalen~ representation of Equation :U in the Laplace domain. By
defining IH (s))= (B(.lI))- I. Equation 3.4beco mes
where [H(,,)j is called the t ra nsfer function matr ix. Let the Laplace var lablca w j w,
t hen one has
[If{ ' )1=[J3{' It ' = , dj[l3{jw)J
)W JW dct[B(jl<ll ]
where [B(jwl] = 1-(I\-lIw2 + j w[Cj + [1\']] ; adj [B(jIlJ)j is the adjoint ma trix of (lJ{j w)/
and det{B(jw )l is th e determinant of [LJ(jw) j.
Since both the adjoint matrix of B[(jw )] and the determinant of [B(jw)/ are
polynomials in jw , the element of [I/(jw) ] is a rational fraction in jw. Therefore, it is
possible to represent any clement of the frequency response funct ion mat rix [ilU.,.;)]
in a partia l fract ion Corm:
(lI (j w )] ~ :tl~ + . [A; I .J
r =I}W -W, JW-w,
(3.7)
wncrc IA, ] is t he r-th residua l mat rix which reflects the corresponding mode shape ;
W r is the r-th complex frequency, whose imaginary part gives the damped natural
frequency and whose real part gives the dampi ng coefficient . A · designates the
corresponding complex conjugate .
For the homogeneous solution;
[B(jw)]{ X (j w )) = {OJ
T he charac te ristic polynomial equa tion is obtained from
do/[B(jw) j ~ 0
(3.8)
(3.9)
T he roots Wi of the characte ristic Equat ion 3.9 are called eigenvalues or complex
Ircqucucics. Substi tuting an eigenvalue into the equat ion of mot ion 3.8, solving for
X Uw) and normalizing the values of X Uw) to unity yield the eigenvector U, corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue W j .
It can be shown that moda l vectors are orthogon al with respect to one another
if they are weighted with respec t to the mass mat rix [M] and the stiffness matrix
JK]. It can also he shown that moda l vectors are ort hogonal to one another if they
are weighted with respect to the damp ing ma trix [C] when propo rt ional damp ing is
assumed.
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Equation 3.1 can he written in the modal span'. The t rnns formariou Irom
physical space to modal space is given by
{x(l)} =[UJ[q(l ))
where
[£I: modal mat rix, [ll ] "'"(U\,U2, •• ,U"I;
{q(t)} : displacement vector in moda l space.
Subs titut ion of Equat ion 3.10 into Equation 3.\ gives
(:1.111)
IMIIUJ[q(l )) + ICIIUJ[;(I)) +IKIIUJ[q(') } = !f l')} (:1.11)
Pre-mult iplying by [Uf gives
[UfIMIIUJ[q(I)} + IUf\CIIUJ[;( I)} +1U)"'\J,IIUJ[q( l)) = 1U1'·{fII)} (:1.12)
When the damping of t he system is proportional, app licat ion of t hc or thogonnluy
properties of moda l vectors yields t he generalized diagonal mass, stiffness und damp-
ing matric es:
Rewrit ing Equat ion 3.12 as
IM\= [U\T[MIIU\
le\= [U)"'[C\IU\
{K] =[/J)"'[J,IIUI
(:/.1:1)
(:t.I1 )
(:I.J,'i)
(MJ[q(l )} + /GJ[q(I)} + (KJ{q(l)) = {P (I)) (:t.I6)
where {P(t)} = [UjT{j(tH is the force vector in modal space. It is notice d that each
equati on uncoup les from the other and represents all individua l modal response of
th e system[E wins, 19841.
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3.2 Experimental M odal Anal ysis
Experimental moda l analy sis is th e process of experimen tally determining the modal
par ameters of It. linear, lime-inva riant system . Equation 3.7 is the general matrix
form t hat is used in modal an alysis . Cont inuous syste ms have an infinite number of
de gree-of-freedom: however, in general, only a finite number of modes are needed to
describe the dyna mic behaviour of a sys tem. In th e frequency range of interest, t he
modal pa rameters can be estimated to be consistent with Equa tion 3.7. In the lower
and higher frequency ranges, resid ual te rms can be included to ha ndle modes in these
ra nges. ln t his case , Equation 3.7 becomes
where P;k(jW) is lower residual, and Q;k(jw ) upper residual. In many cases t he lower
residual is called t he residual inert ia which ref lects t he iner tia of the lower modes a nd
is an inverse funct ion of the frequen cy squared; and the upper residu al is called the
residual flexibility which reflects t he flexibility of t he upper modes and is consta nt
with frequency,
In exper imental modal analysis, frequency response functions are used as input s
so tha t modal parameters could be est imated. Since it is assumed t hat t he Bett i-
Maxwell theorem can be applied to the system, moda l parameters can he estimat ed by
measuring either a column or a row of the system frequency response functions . Th us,
the frequen cy response funct ion plays an impor tan t role in the experimental modal
a nalysis. Th e frequency response funct ions are first ly determined by experi ment s
and t hen used to estimate t he natur al frequencies, moda l dampin g rat io, and mode
sha pes of the system. Thus the exper imental modal analysis comprises mainly of two
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phases , t he measurement of frequency response [unctions and the modnl parnnwtur
estimat ion.
3.2.1 Measure ment of Frequency Respon se Functions
Before discussing the measurement of frequency response {unctions, an app ropriat e'
excitatio n signal should be chosen.
Excitat ions which are widely used to drive the tested etrucurrc ill order lu
measure frequency response functions include slow-sine sweep, Iast-slnc SWIWp . illl-
pact(impulse), step relaxation, and random. The fast-sine sweep was used to _Irivl'
the plates in this experimental study , The ad vantages of \Ising the last -sine sweep
are: t he relatively short measurement t ime, the possibility of reducing leakage error
and the high signal to noise ratio[Ewins . 1981J,
The fast-sweep sine is a periodic determi nistic signal. It is formulated hy SW(~ r) '
ing a sine wave signal up and down with in a frequency band of lnterest Iluring a siuglo
sample period . The suitability of the SWL~[J re te can be checked by trlnl Mill error.
Measurement is made twice by once sweeping up and the second time sweeping down
through the frequency range. If the sa me curve results in the two cases, then the
sweep rate is appropriate .
In this experimenta l study, the B&K 203'1 analyzer is chosen to take the men-
surement of frequency response functions. It is a Fast, flexible, a.nd fully self-contai ned
two-channel Fast Fourier Transform analysis system . T he resolut ion lines am 801.
Noise will be unavoidebtv involved ill the measurement. Th is noise can result
from t hree sources: (i) noncoherent noise resulting from st ray electrical signal~ or
unmeasur ed excitation sources; (ii) signal processing noise produced during analysis
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due to the use of discrete fourier Tran sform to convert time into frequency domain
or vice versa; and (iii) nonlinear noise due to non-linear behaviours of the studied
syste m needed -to bc considered in the signal processing methods. These noisas arc
eliminated by utilizing a signal averaging procedure and sufficient length of data.with
proper windows and frequency resolution .
The B&K 2034 analyzer provides five error reduct ion techn iques to minimize
errors in the measurement of frequency response functions: (i) choice of the appr opri-
ate frequency response function estima tor; (ii) use of signal averaging methods; (iii)
choice of proper frequency resolution, and (iv) use of !I. suitable weighti ng function
or window. Appropriate consideration should be given to each of these in order tc
ensure that 'correct' measurement is made.
Frequency Response Function Estimator
Based on the assumed noise input into the system, the frequency response function
estimatin g procedure can be grouped into three different methods, i.e., H" H, and
H... H I assumes that noise exists in the output and the input is free of noise. Hence
[H,J{X ) = {V) - {, ) (3.18)
H'l assumes that the noise is present in the input and absent in the output,
(H,J{{X) - {OJ= {V ) (3.19)
H..assumes the noise to exist both in the input and outp ut signals, consequently
(/1,1{{Xl - W) ~ {V) - {. I
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(3.20)
(,
I x J 1_>_''1x'- l-' l~11-'"
(, ---0--6 '/3-~O-- v'
Figure 3.1: A system with noise
The B&K 2034 analy zer utilizes t he spe ctral approac h for estima ting frequency
response functions given by[B&1< 2031 analyze r manual , W871
(:1.21)
whe re
G~;< is t he inpu t auto-spectrum and equal to [1'..1 XiX;";
Gn is the out pu t auto-spectrum and cquallo Ei=l YiY;";
Gs:~ = GlIt: is the cross-spec trum, and equal 10Ei= l XiY,- = t ;'"l Y;Xi .
In an actu al measurement situation, the r.oiso occurs hoth in the input and outp ut
as shown in F igure 3,1 in which apostrophe denotes the tru e measured input aile!
output. T herefore, HI an d H, are further defined ae
1/1 = 1/( 1+,.,)
"
where
II is the t rue frequency response function of the system;
' I ::= g~ is the relative amount of noise at the input, { ::= {I +{,;
(2 ::=.~ is the rell.l.jvc &mountof noise al the out put , 'I == 'I I + '12 '
ft can be seen that HI is the lower bound and H2 is the upper bound of H.
The level of confidence in frequency response function measurement CIIn be
estimated by the coherence function which is defined as
,..2 ::=~::= GrwGwr
GuGn GzrG~~
,..2 is real valued and varies from 0 to 1. Zero value of tho coherence funct ion means
that the response is generated by noiseor a source other than measured input . When
the coherence function is one, however, the measurement is perfect, i.e., th e out put
is caused by the measured input .
Leakage And W ind owing
Leakage is a di rect consequence of the truncation which occurs during sampling a
finite length of t ime history coupled with the assumption of periodicity. One practical
solution to the leabge problem involves the use of weighting funct ions or windows.
Windowing involves the imposition of a prescribed profile on the time signal prior to
performing the Fourier Transfo: m. By applying a weight ing function or a window,
error in frequency response funct ions can be reduced.
Windows available in the analyzer are Rectan gular, Transient , Exponentia l,
lIanning, Flat Top and Kaiser Bessel[B&K 2034 analyzer manual, 19871. Aile-
mang[19871suggests the use of Hanning window for stationary signals. In this study,
Hanning window is used in the signal ana lysis.
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Aver aging
Signal averag ing is the process involvin g severn! individualtime records . or Sillllpll'li,
before a resu lt, which can be used with confidence , is obtnincd. Error (a :j,~l!l,l by
leakage and spur ious random noise can be reduced hy avcfilging so that the accu racy
and statistical reliability of frequency respo nse function s arc improved .
Severa l time averaging metho ds, such as Linear, Exponentia l .•nd Peak Aver -
aging, are availab le in the anal yzer. T hese can be performed with or without 1.1ll'
overla pping of the li me record . T he overla p process in intended 10 enhance till!
measure d data by including consecutive hist ory da ta before t he previous data are
completed. In the a nalyzer, t ho degree or overla p could be 50%,75% or a maximum
of 85%. The numbe r of averaging required are det erm ined by two maj or cousldem -
tions, the accur acy a nd stat ist ical reliab ility desired , and t he noise level in sigu'lls. III
the exper iment of th is stu dy, Linear Averaging method with 75% oVI~rlap was US"I (
and the number of averaging was 20.
Zoom
Beca use or th e constr aints imposed by the limited num ber of discrete points available
due to the block size, t he maxi mum frequency ra nge to be covered and/ or the length or
time samp le availab le or necessary to pro vide good data, the limi tat ions of i1lilllcquit t.c
frequency resolu tion arise. T he common solutio n is to 'zoo m' ill the frequen cy range
of interest and to concentr ate all the spect ra lines into a narrow band betw ee n I,ni"
and /mu '
In addit ion , increase of the frequency resolutio n minimizes the leakage error.
Zoom means the reduction in Irequency span of meas urement which au toma t ically
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requires a longer time history record. When the frequency response function peak
is narrower than the frequency resolution, error occurs. In this case the frequency
respofl5efunction will · Ieak" or be wider than the region of interest. Resona nt and
anti-resonant peaks of the frequency response function are susceptible to this type of
error. In th e experiment carried out in this study, zoom of 50Hz frequency span is
used to obtai n more accurate measurement.
3. 2.2 M odal Par amet er Estimation
Modal paramet er est imation is the est imation of frequency, damping, and mode shape
from the measured data which may be (i) in a rela tively raw form in te rms of force
and response data in the time or frequency domain or (ii) in a processed form such
as frequency response or impulse-response functions. Modal parameter est imat ion
carried out in this study is based upon the measured data being the frequency re-
sponse Iunct icns. T he computer software package used to perform the estimation is
STAR(Structu ral Testing, Analysis and Report ing), version 4.00: developed by Struc-
tural Measurement Systems. Besides its capab ility to identify the modal propert ies of
mechanical st ructu res, STAR provides functions such as measurement display, real-
time animated mode shape display and data handling.
When a st ructure is excited using a broadband input force, many modes of
vibration are excited simultaneously. Since the structure is assumed to be linear,
frequency response functions are really made up of the sums of the resonance curves
for each vibration mode. In other words, at any given frequency, the frequency
response funct ion is made up of the sum of motions of all the modes of vibration
which have been excited. However, th e contr ibution of each particular mode to the
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overall mot ion is generally greatest in the vicinity of its resonance peaks.
The amount of the contribution due to adjacent modal resonance curves 1.0
the overall frequency response function value at a mode's natura l frequency is called
modal coupling. The degree of modal coupling in a frequency response function is
governed by the modal damping ratio and the frequency separation of the modes.
According to the mode-coupling degree of a system, two modal parameter csli llla-
tion techniques, (i) single aegree-of-freedom(SDOF) approximations and (ii) multiple
degree-of-freedolO(MDOF ) approximations, can be used . These two techniques 'HI!
available in STARISTAR manual, 1990\.
SDOF Techniques
In cases where modal coupling is light , the frequency response function data ill the
vicinity of each modal resonance peak can be treat ed as if they are the responses of
a SDOF system or a single mode of vibration. In other words, in the measurement
of frequency response funct ions of a syst em with light meda l coupling, it is assumed
that t he contr ibution of the tails of adjacent modes near each modal resonance peak
is negligible. Algebraically, this means that t he magnitude of the frequency response
function is effectively cont rolled by one of the terms in the series, t hat being the one
relating to the mode whose resonance is being observed. In this case, SDOF curve
fitt ing methods can be used to identify the modal parameters.
STAR provides several SDOF techniques, such lUI Coincident Peak, Quadral urc
Peak, Complex Peak and Polynomial. When using a SDOF technique, modes in the
test dl t a should be relat ively uncoupled. A peak on an frequency response function
plot should occur in relative isolat ion from other peaks and should be relatively
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unconta minated by residual contrib utions from higher and lower modes. One key
disadvantage is that t hey tend to be less accurate than the more sophisticated MDOF
techniques. If accuracy is not a top priority, SDor techniques can provide results
with minimum effort and computer resources.
MDOF Techniques
where modal coupling is heavy, an SOOF modal parameter estimation method may
yield parameters with large errors. In cases of heavy modal coupling, the parameters
of all the modes must be estimated simultaneously using a MDQF method. STAR
provides users with a MOOF est imation technique named the Rational Fraction Least
Squares(RFLS) polynomial method . This method fits a polynomial function in a
rational fraction form, to a frequency response function using a least square error
technique.
The RFtS met hod allows users to have bett e r chance of accurat ely determining
how many modes are actu ally in the specified frequency range. Thi s is accomplished
by over-specifying the maximum number of modes. Th ere may be repeat ed modes, or
modes very close in frequency, that appear as one mode. By over-specifying the max-
imum number of expected modes, one has better chance of accura tely deter mining
mode size in the specified frequency range. The tr ue(act ual) modes and compu-
tational(artificial) modes of the stru cture are ident ified according to the "Stab ility
Diagram" window[STAR man~al , 19921. As stat ed earl ier, MDOF estimati on tech-
niquea offer improved accuracy in cases where the frequency response functio n data
contai n heavy modal coupling and/ or the structu re has local modes. However, they
are more demanding or computer resources.
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3.3 Added Mass Factors
Whe n a structure is sub merged in Huid. neturnl Ircqucnck-s ,ll'tTe,)II'- awl d ilill p itl ~
ratios increase. It is more app ropr iate to lise the uon-dimcnsicnal \'allle. iHldl'!l nlil.~S
faclo r( AMF), to measure t he change in nat ural freque ncies due t tl IIll' lI u id - l n;lI lill ~
effect . The added mas s factor to lie dete rmined is ba sed Oil the oluaim-d lIIt1tLd
parameters. The neces sary par ameters arc natural frCI!U('IU:iL'lI of I.I's1.I,<: 1 structun-s ill
vacuum a nd in fluid . For st ruc tures having Il relati vely higher Ilt'Uslt.y, l ht· lIi l l u r i, 1
freq uency in air is sufficient ly dose to the I,hilt in vacuum . T his allolVs \.l ll~ mw of tlu-
in-air natural frequenc y for added mass ca lcula tions .
For continuous systems such as plmcs , I he sy st eTllS have i ll ] infinite 1I1t1ll! J('r uf
degrees-of-freedom. However, in general, on ly a finitenumber of llllllll':' are I lf 'l 'l lt ~ l tfl
describe the dynamic beh aviour of a. syste m. As stated ear lier, moda l para l1lf'1. f ~r~ uf
these modes can he estimated from the measured frcquf' lt/:y response fuu diuns in tilt'
frequency range of interest. Ab o, be cause of the or thogonality of mass, s t ilfllf'Ss 111 111
damp ing matr ices with respect to the mode shape matrix , t he dynamic char;\(: te ~risl.il · s
of the system can be represented as , i ll mo dal space,
M;ii; + G;"q; +K,qi = 0 i = I , . . , /I
where M i , Ci and K i are the modal muss, modal damping and 1I1001al sl i lrrll ~ss /If lIw
l-th mode, respect ively. The undamped natural frequency ;s
When a st ructu re vibra tes in fluid. it is suhject to fluid dfcd , As stated /~arfi/~r , the
fluid effect can be accounted for II}' an add!:11 Illass and added diUllpilig ratln. Frum
2.')
this point of view, Equat ion 3.24 is valid for a vibrating plate both in air and in fluid.
A15o, because physical st iffness of the plate remains unchanged whether it is in air or
ill fluid, modal stiffness1?; remains the same if mode shapes are assumed unchanged
due to the presence of fluid. In this case, one has
(3.25)
where M idi. and Mi/h,"'d are the moda l masses of the i-th mode of the st ructure in
air and in water. respectively. If Mt is used to designate the added mass due to the
fluid effect on the st ructure, then Mi/ l"i'/' can be written as
We define an added mass factor as
then from Equat ion 3.25, one has
p .26)
3.4 Summar y
III this chap ter, the theoret ical basis of modal ana lysis is reviewed, and experimental
modal analysis techniques he-..e been discussed. Some practical problems related to
the measurement of frequency response functions and modal paramete r estimation
have been considered also. In additi on, the calculation of added mass factors from
the natu ral frequencies of a vibrat ing st ructure in air and in fluid is discussed.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Investigation
Experimental studies are an importan t tool ill t he investiga tion of the behav iour uf
vib rating str uct ures submerged in fluid. Experime nta l stu dies make it possible tu
ga in a direct insight into problems whose aualytical sclu ticn is difficu lt to obtaln.
In this chapter we describe experime nts to !I1udy the vibrati on response of twn
flat plates which are horizontally oriented and with different bounda ry conditions.
Experiments on the plates in air and submerged in water are reported. One of the
plates has damped·Cree-clamped·Cree(CFCF) supports while the other ha." siltlflk..
free-simple-free(SFSF) supports. The effect of the depth of submers ion 0 11 the vi-
bration response has been -audicd by varing the depth [rom 0 lo 327.5 mm ill five
steps.
In th e subseq uent sect ions, experimenta l se tup used in t he study followr.d I,y
meth od of calibrati on are int roduced. Detailed st udy on modelling of the sirnple
sup ports involved in the boundary condition s of t he SFSF plate using finite element
software ABAQUS is presented . Description of the modal tcstinga on CFCF and
SFSF plate s both in air aru] in t he submersion of six different water levels is given.
Results and discussion a re j.resented.
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4.1 Ex p eriment Setup
To measure the vibration of each plat e, 15 PCB 330A acceleromete rs are used and
moun ted at acquisition points on the plate . These accelerometers arc selecte d not only
because they are light, each weighting 3 grams together with it s mounting socket, and
as small as 4Jllx 21.5 mm, but also because they have high sensitivity of 200 =F 40
mY/g.
The experiment setup used in the experiment is shown in Figure 4.1. Fast sine
sweep excitation was selected so that the best resul ts for coherence and frequency
response functions would be obtained. A sweep sine signal generated by the func-
tion generator was amplified by a power amplifier then input to the vibr at ion exciter
1.0 excite the tested plate through a connecting rod shown in Figure 4.2. A force
transducer was attached between t he connecting rod and the tested plate to measure
the excitation force which then was amplified by the dual mode amplifier . The re-
sponse signal of the vibrating plate was measured by accelerometer s, t hen amplified
by th e differential amplifier. Finally, both force an d response signals were input to
the oscilloscope to monitor and the analyzer to perform Fa.st Fourier Transform so
t hat frequency response functions and coherence functions were obtained. These data
were then expor ted and stored in a PC computer for analysis using STAR .
The connecti ng rod bet ween t he vibration excit er and the force transducer is
comp rised of three par ts, as shown in Figure 4.2. Part 1 has two funct ions. One
is to connect the vibration exciter to t he long steel rod part 2; anothe r is to adapt
prelo ad by adjusting the coupling length with part 2. Part 3 is designed to protect
inst ruments from overloading; the midd le part whose diameter is ¢h~ is made of mild
steels and will be yielded when the exciting force becomes large .
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Figure 4.1: Experi ment setup
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To car ry out the measuremen ts in water , a 1300 x 550 x SOO mill t.anK was buil~.
Th e wall of the water lank wu made of tran spare nt plastics and constructed on Iitu.-o\
frames which were used to st rengt hen the wall. The level of the free water ~lIrracr.
with respect to the plLtoe wu controlled by the dept h of water in the tan k. The ta nk
was fixed to a rigid platform so that it. did not vibrate when the plate was excite d.
When th e experiment in water was carri ed out , the accelerometers anrl all connectiolls
of wires submerged in water were water -tight using vaselinc. A photogr a ph of the
setup is shown in Figure 4.3.
4.2 C alibration
The calibrat ion of the testing system is carried ou t in two steps. The first step involv('ll
the calibr at ion of the excitat ion channe l which includes the force tra nsducer and lh cl
dual mode amplifier . The second step involves the calibratte>ll of t he response chan nel
which includes t.he accelerometers, the differential am plifier and the scanner.
4.2 .1 Ex ci t atio n Cha nne l
The setup for t he calibration is shown in Figure 4.4. The standard weight was app lied
on th e force tr ansducer. The signal prod uced by the t ra nsducer was amplified by the
dual mode ampli fier which was properly set so t hat. t he expected channel sensitiv ity
of 2Vl Ib was obtained. T he mult.imete r was used to meas ure the output .
In order to apply th e weight on th e force t ra nsducer, two pieces of 98 )C 71 )C (0
mm aluminum plate s were used. T he force t ransduc er was attached to the platc:c
by screws, and t he effect from th e weight. of the plate and screws waa avoided by
grounding the ampli fier before t he sta ndard weight Wa.1 applied. The calibration WAll
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Figure 4.4: (a)Ca libratio n setup for the excit ation cha nnel; (1)) Setup used to app ly
loads to t he force transd ucer
repeate d five times and the readings were shown in Table 4.1. T he sensit ivity «quut ion
was estimated using the Least Squa re Met hod. As expected , the function of t ill: inpu t
and the outp ut is linear in the calibration range, which is expressed ljy
!J= 0.021428+2.118572z
Where x is a load in pounds and y is a reading in voltages.
4.2 .2 Response Channel
T he setup for the response calib ration is shown in Figure 4.S. T ile accelerometer 10
be calibrated was attached to the socket of the calibrato r, which outPll l.~ a cons tant
level of 19(R MS) at a frequency of 80.l25 Hz. The outp ut orthe acceleromete r was
ampli fied by t he di fferent ial power ampl ifier a nd sent. to t he analyzer to calculal.n t he
auto spectr um. T he sa mpling time was Bs, averag ing number was 20 and Hannin g
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Table 4.1: The readings of calibration for the excitation channel
Readi"ng t7T - -
to,drlb) 1 2 3 4 5
0.5 1.050 uo 1.08 l.08 1../15
1.0 2.15 2.14 2.16 2.09 2.05
1.5 3.05 3.03 3.02 2.98 3.06
2.0 4.10 4.12 3.99 4.15 4.03
2.5 5.15 5.10 5.08 5.10 5.06
3.0 6.13 6.03 6.04 5.98 6.02
3.5 7.10 6.95 7.00 7.10 7.04
4.0 8.12 8.09 8.14 7.96 13.02
4.5 9.05 9.07 9.01 9.00 9.12
5.0 10.10 10.12 to. 10 10.05 10.00
window was used. The calibration for each channel was done one by o ne, and the
scaled sensitivity factor of each channel was then estimated a.nd shown in Tab le 4.2 .
4.3 Tested Plates
The sam ple len gt h of tested plates is measu red 655 x 201.65 x 9.36 rom, which were
cut from AISI C-1020 cold-ro lled steel plate stoc k. In order to exclude the effect
of mat eria l difference between plates , only one pla te is used for the two different
boundary condi tions. One is CFCF supported, another is SFSF supported, which are
shown in Figure 4.6. Only the first five modes are of inter est .
4.3.1 CFCF Pl at e
In the experime nt, the plate was damped horizon tally bet ween two 300 x 300 x 27.5
rom steel blocks over a plate length of 300mm at each chordwise end. Th e lower
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Table 4.2: The sensitivity factor or the response channels
Sq
Channel No. Accelerometer seviee No, RMS (V) Sco.lcdfador
1 20502 1.1533 {.3873
2 HJ912 1.2570 1.2729
3 20093 1.1832 1.352:1
4 199H 1.6000 1.0000
5 20397 1.1662 1.:.1720
6 19593 1.2369 1.2!J:JG
1 20082 1.4849 1.0775
8 20505 1.3360 1.197fi
9 20403 1.2570 1.2729
10 20236 1.5652 1.0222
11 19579 1.1492 LID"!
12 19612 1.3620 1.1747
13 19906 1.34M 1.1892
14 19907 1.4306 1.1184
15 19568 1.2884 1.2WJ
TRM is the Root of Mean uarc.
Figure 4.5: Calibration setup for the response channel
block was attached to a heavy I beam support, which was welded to the bottom of
the tank. The support height is 275 mm.
4.3.2 SFS F Plat e
It is more complicated to obtain the SFSF plate in pract ice than the CFCF plate.
Thus some detailed discussions are called for.
Survey of Different Approache s to A Simp le Support
"Hinged" support anJ "edge" support are widely used to accomplish a simple sup-
port . However, a hinge always involves somefriction. Thus th e moment at a "hinged"
support will not be equal to zero. The friction moment may be a constant or propor-
tional to the reaction exerted by the support . For an edge support, then, since the
suppor t is off-cente r, rotation will result in a tangenti al friction force which produces
36
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Figure 4.6: (a) Dimensions of the plates;(b)Clamped·frcc·damped·frt.,'c(CFCF) platl,';
(c)Simple-free-simple-free(SFSF) pla te
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both a resist ing moment an d an axial load.
The effect of Irlction moment s at simple supports is simila r to tllat of decreasing
the dimensions or a plate, by an amount ran ging from dos e to zero for' Trlctlonless"
hinges to a maximum of a bout one half the thickness. For support s at the two ends,
the amount is one times t he thickness[Donnell, 1976J.
Because of the shortcomings Involved in these two approaches, a "not ched"
plate with a damp ed end is suggested to approach the cond ition of simple sup ports.
Thus, a plate having notc hes is clamped at the immediate outward ends, as shown in
Figure 4.7. can be used to simula te the SFSF plate. Obviously, it is the dimensions
of the notches that govern the accuracy of the approach.
Dimensions of t he No tch
The finite element method is a powerful tool to predict the dynamic behaviour of
systcme. In this st udy, the general purpose finite element program ABAQUS, version
5.1, developed by Hiobit t , Karlsson and Sorensen Inc., was used to determine the
optimal dimensions of the notch.
S8R5 shell element was chosen to discretize the plate in this study. It is a 8-node
doubly curved shell element; each node has 5 degrecs-of-Ireedornlt hree displacements
end two in-surface rotati ons ). It has a 3 x 3 middle surface integ rat ion for mass, body
forces and surface pressure calculation and a 2 x 2 reduced inte gration for consti tu tive
calculati on and output . 5 integrat ion points are chosen through the shell thickness.
They are located from the bottom to the top surface of the shell, with equal distances
between two adjacent point s[ABAQUS manual, 1992}.
In order to select an app ropriate mesh for the plate, tenta tive calculations arc
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Tablt· 4.3: Natu ral frequencicll(Hz ) obtain ed using two meshes
- r:-- r-l
MorleNo . Me.51! / Mesh l?
I 51.33 .j1.33
2 204.01 203.98
3 222.58 221.22
<\ ·159.47 459.39
5 -178.55 476.40
performed to a notc hed plate with notches measured 3 x 0.6552 mm . Two different
meshes are used; mesh 1 has 175 clements , but the size of element changes ab rupt ly;
mesh 2 has ,113clements and the size of element changes gradually , as shown in Figure
,1.8. The first five natura l frequencies of th e simulat ed SFSF plate arc calcu lated
and listed in Table 4.3. The result s obtai ned with two meshes correlate quite well
be tween t hemselves, suggest ing that mesh I is reasona ble and reliable to perform the
calculation of the notched plate .
1'0 investiga te the effect of t he notch di mensions on boundary condition, three
not ches arc investigated . The not ches have the width of 3 mm,4 mm and 5 mm
which are approxima tely !h, fhand til, resp ectively. The depth of the notches is
measured 0.07h, 0.08h, . . . , and 0.13h, respect ively. The na tural frequenc ies of the
first five modes for t he notched plate M e calculated using ABAQUS. Also, the first
five natural frequencies of the ideal SFSF pla te are estimated by ABAQUS in which
mesh ;1is used. These frequencies are listed in Table 4.4 for comparison .
In ord er to judge which notch is the best , t he root of mean sQuare(RMS) of the
.\0
(a)
(b)
(0)
Figure 4.8: (a) Shell element mesh 1
(b) Shell element mesh2
(c) Shell element mesh 3
'1
Table 4.'1: Nat ura l (rcquenciesfHe] of the SFSF plate
---_._---
--- -
/l,/orlc No. I 2 3 1 5
Ideal SFSF ,51.015 205.660 228.600 465.510 491.600
10m 51 .332 204.0tO 222.650 459.520 478.650
0.08 5 U'1I 204.570 223.700 460.630 '180 .920
0.09 52 .25t 205.t80 224.480 461.590 482.540
t3 mm O.tO 52.87 1 205,880 225.090 462.520 483.810
Simulfllefl 0.11 53 .606 206.690 225.610 463.500 484 .870
0.12 54.460 207.630 226.110 464.570 485.820
0.13 55.435 208.710 226.580 465.750 486 .730
0,07 50 .932 202.600 218.670 455,150 469 .840
0.08 51.256 203.230 220.500 457.000 473.950
0.09 51.652 203.820 221.780 458.350 476.760
amm 0.10 52.l 3t 204.440 222.730 459.470 478.810
e.u 52. 700 205.110 223.490 460.490 480.4 00
0.12 53 .363 205.870 224.130 461.490 481.710
0.13 5<1 .124 206.720 224.690 462,540 482.840
0.07 50.596 200.980 213.550 449.350 458.3tO
0.08 50.877 201.810 216.520 452.470 ,165.080
SFSF 0.09 51.210 202.490 218.510 454.560 469.590
5mm O.tO 51.606 203.120 219.950 456.110 472.780
0.11 52 .074 203.760 221.050 457,380 475.160
0.12 52 .619 204.430 221.930 458.500 477.030
0.13 53.245 205.170 222.660 459.570 478.570
tnoteh width ; coefficient or th e notch thickness .
"
,'- ~ ~ J
0.07
- 3mm -- 4mm -- ~mm
Figure 4.9: RMS versus not ch dimensions
non-dimensiondi zed deviation(NDD) of each natu ral frequency for ill simulated SFSF
plate from the ideal one is estimated and shown in Figure 4.9, in which
NDD. =" - f.
f .
where I; and I i' ate the nat ural frequency of the i-th mode for an ideal SFSf plalc
and the simulated SFSF plat e, respect ively.
From Figure 4.9, it is found that . t he minimum RMS 1.595% is obtained when
the notch has ill width of 3 mm and it depth of 0.7488 mrn. However, considering the
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notch strength, the handling convenience during the lest, the difficulty in ma nufactur-
ing and the sizes of the milling tools available, the notch is measured 3.2)( 0.936 mm,
The natur al frequencies of the first five modes for the notched plate are estimated in
the same way, and the RMS is 1.885%.
Natural frequencies are one aspect of concern; anot her one is the concurre nce
in mode sha pes between the ideal and simulated SFSF plates . Figures 4.10 and 4.11
show the mode ehepcs of the two plates. It is found that mode shapes of the first
live mode for the two plates are in good agreement with each other. The consensus
of nat ural frequencies and mode shapes indicates th at the simulated SFSF plate is a
good approach to the ideal SFSF plate .
4.4 General Procedures of Experiments
The expe riment was performed firstly to the CFCF plate then the SFSF plate both
in air and in water. For the experrnents in water, the depth of submersion above
the plates hi varied from 0 to 327.5 mm in five steps while the wate r level below the
plales remained 275 mm. The driving point was located at 327.50 mm from each
end, 30 mm off center; the responses of the plates were collected only at acquisition
points of the i plate area because of the symmetry of the plates , as shown in Figure
4.12. The positions of these points were determined , based on the predicted dy namic
behaviour of the plates in the first five modes , so that all of the modal responses could
be obtained .
Each test was performed in two ste ps. Firstly, sinusoidal sweep excitat ion with
normal frequency span 200Hz was done to roughly locate the resonant frequency for
the first five modes. Secondly, sinusoidal sweep excitat ion with frequency span 50Hz
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51.02 "1
778.60HI
2OS.60111
-165.51" 1
191.601h
Figure 'I. ~ O: ~ Io".. )hitpcs o£ the ideal SFSr plate
'5
52.70MI 205.57Hz
461.871lz
182.79" z
Figure 4.11: Mode shapes of the simulated SFSF pla.te'
- notch size: 3.2 x O.936mm
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Figure 4.12: T he distribution of t he driving point and acqll illitiotl poluta
around each resonant frequency was perf ormed to obtai n freque ncy response fUllctiullll
so that modal parameters could be identified. In bot h sweep excitutious, t he il Vl' I",I W '
number was 20 and the sweep t ime was 1.8 second s. T he frequency response Iuurt ion
at eac h acquisit ion point was obta ined by the anal yzer and stored iu the PC COI1l11llt(~r.
4.5 Modal Parameter Estimat ion
By using STAR software package, moda l parameters of CFCF and SFSF plaL(!s botll
in air and in water are identified from t he measure d data. It is noted that the mode
shape values a t the po ints where the res ponse has not collec ted arc estimated by uaing
the responses of symmetrical and anti -symmetr ica l points. The natural Iroqucncics
and modal damping ratios are tabulated in Tables 4.5 and ,1.6. Because the !l1C)l1t:
shapes of the plates in wate r have not shown discernible variations from those in air,
only t he modal shapes of the plates in Willer arc displayed , as shown in Figures 'U ;J
and 4.14.
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Table 4.5: Modal frequencies and moda l damping ratios of the CFCF plate
Number J 2 3 4 5
Mod, Type ls t bd. Ist ta, 2nd bd . 2nd ts . 3rd bd.
/n Freq.(Hz) 100.348 244 .986 279.089 522.186 536 .104
Air Damp.(%) 0.1850 0.2617 0.1874 0.1694 0.1965
Partial Frcq.( Hz) 69.505 203.310 205.382 435.175 405.725
Submersion Damp.(%) 0.553 0.3185 0.5886 0.2267 0.5474
-OJ F'req.(Hz) 59.828 180.961 174.240 388.72 3 353.397
Damp.(%) 0.6258 0.3356 0.6970 0.3303 0.5614
Full 0.2 Freq.(Hz) 58.155 179.574 172.700 385.894 346 .815
Oamp.(%) 0.7106 0 .3462 0.6983 0.3668 0.5741
0.3 freq.(Hz) 57.837 179.218 169.501 385 .874 345.300
Damp.(%) 0.742 0 .3605 0.7055 0.3870 0.5897
0.4 Freq.(Hz) 57 .510 179.158 167.250 385.845 345.233
Submersion Oamp.(%) 0.765 0 .3622 0.70.73 0.4339 0.5947
0.5 Freq.(Hz) 57.444 179.152 167.010 385.739 344.999
O,mp. (%) 0. 7812 0.3664 0.7079 0.4531 0.5977
bd.-bendin mode' ts.- torsional mode' -.h.
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Table 4.6: Modal frequencies and modal damping ratio s or the SFSF plate
ng mod , s. t sicnal
Number I 2 3 ,I 5
Mode TyP' I" bd. 2nd bd . I" ts. 3rd btl. 2Tld ls .
In Freq.(Hz) 50.871 198.500 2(1.'1,18 '1-1 2.750 455.8:12
Air Damp. (%) 0.1947 0.21l5 0.2598 0.2501 0.22!15
Purtial Freq.(Hz) 34.520 145,468 t76.4oo 33·1.6:J6 380.!1!l:J
Submersion Damp ,(%) 0.5191 0.8338 0.3165 0.50189 0.:1043
' 0.1 Freq.(Hz) 30.100 125.500 155.873 288.125 338.1i38
Damp.(%) 0.5448 0.8867 0.3225 0.0.5930 0.:1365
Full 0,2 Freq.(Hz) 29.294 121.250 154.670 283.125 335.:167
Damp .(%) 0.5739 0.9146 0,3365 0.6207 0.:17014
0,3 Freq.(Hz) 28.910 119.250 154.569 282.410 334.667
Damp.(%) 0.5891 0.9526 0.3428 0.6131 0.4124
0,4 Freq.(Hz) 28.800 117.250 154.500 281.870 3:J5.320
Submersion Damp .(%) 0.6062 0.9562 0.3494 0.6855 0.44:13
0,5 Freq.(Hz) 28.723 117.125 154.5 10 281.795 3:J5.040
Dam p,(%) 0.6126 0.9751 0.3572 0.7080 0.4153
Tb .- bcndi e-:-Tt
- 0' mode: · h .
51.444Ha 167.01H:a
385.739RI
Figure 413 ' M. . ode shapes of the CFCF I .p ate In water
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Figure 4.14: Mode shapes of the SFSF plate in water
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Tab le 1 .7: Natural frcqueuciesfl'ls] of the CFCF plate in air
!'vlod e AB AQ US Erpcriment Devialio n(%)
I 117.99 100.348 14.9.52
2 269.52 2,14.986 9.103
3 324.66 279.089 14.037
4 576.77 522.486 9.412
5 636.68 536.1011 15.797
4.6 Discussion
4.6 .1 Exper im ents in Air
The natura l frequencies of t he first five modes for the CFCF and SFSF plates ob-
taine d using the finite element software ABAQUS are given in Tables 4.7 and 4.8.
Exper imenta l values are also given in the same tabl es. It is found , for t he CFC F plat e,
that t he maxi mum dev iation of 15.797% is present while less than 6% deviatio n exists
in the SFSF plate.
The re latively good agreement between the experimen t an d the FEM obtained
for t he SFSF plate affirms that t he notche d plate with damped ends is a good ap-
proach to t he SFSF plate.
The discrep ancy in t he estimation of the frequency bet ween the t wo methods
mny be explained by the following two aspects . On one hand, a ny decrease in the
actua l support rigidity from the infinite value assum ed in the finite element metho d
or slippage at t he fixed ends willlead to a decrease in natur a l frequencies. Th e effect
of suppo rt st rains or slippage in fixed suppo rts is similar to t ha t of increasing the
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Table -l.S: Natural frcqucm:;cs( ltz ) of th(' SFS F pla te ill air
ldeal SFSF Sillllllllird SF81"
MOlle ABAQUS AlJAQUS Erpcrimrnt D(,I'it1lif)"(~r.)
1 51.02 52.70 50.871 :\..In:J
2 205.60 205.57 198.500 :1,.I:m
3 228.60 2'.H.59 21LH8 5.~52
4 .j65.51 ,161.87 H 2.750 ·I. H O
5 491.60 .j82.79 ·155.8:1'1 5.5lH
length, by an amount ranging from dos e to zero tu a maximum of about OIl!'h;llf
the plate th ickness for one fixed end[DolllLdl. I97(j]. This df..:d . is rnoro criti cal Fur
the CFCF plate than for the SFSF plate . because the notches grea tly deam~",,~ ti ll'
rigidity deman d for the fixed ends.
On the ot her hand, the experimental values arc genera lly lower tha n that nh-
rained hy the FEM as a resu lt of the finite density of t he air and l lw fact that till '
frequencies from th e finite elemen t method are uppe r bounds, since the stiff rwss uf
the plate was overesti mat ed by use of t he finite d ement metho d. Also, it sho uld Ill'
po inted out that the range of 0.300101deviation ex ists in tIL(! plate thickness so lhat
the assumptions of uniform plates in the finite clemen t method is de viated.
4 .6 .2 Experiments in Water
It is obse rved tha t due to t he presence: of the lluid, natural frequencies or vihrnting
plates decrease a nd modal damping rntios Increase. However, mode s h<'1 pc.~ have
not shown discern ible change, and node lines remain in thei r original position, TIll!
following comments may exp lain till' rI~ilSUIl .~ . In the experiment», tho JlI;tli~~ atl~
1'1;IO'll symmet rically in the tank both in the x and y directions. The water effect on
t he Rtilfnesii remains the same as that in air. Howe ver , the increase in the densi ty
;111<1 damping rat ios docs not change symmetry of the system. Because of the system
symmet ry, bo th the chordwlsc node lines and the span wise node lines will remain in
their original positions .
N a t ura l Fre q uencies
Table IJ.!Jshows the percentage change in the natur al frequencies when the plates are
submerged in water. Where the values are calculated by
If!uiJ - I. i' x 100%
f ...
Tbc resull!; ill Table·1.9show that the depth of submergence has approximately
the same dfc ct irrespective of the type of boundary conditions. To illust rate this, let
11S consider the first bending mode. Once the plates come in contact with water , one
sl'es a decrease in the first nat mal Ireqnency of about 30%. As the depth increases, t he
mto of decrease in the natural frequency diminishes unt il a certain depth is reached
beyond which the natural frequency docs not change. One also notices that the change
ill t he natu ra l frequency is slightly greater in the case of the SFSF plate than in the
rase of the CFeF plate.
Xlorcinterest ing characteris tics will be found if the non-dimensionaliaed value,
added mass factor(AMF), is used to measure the frequency change due to the fluid
effect. According to the discusa'cu ill Chapter 3, the AMF can be dete rmined from
natural Ircqucncios uf tested I.lates ill air and in fluid. The increase in the added mass
Table .L!}: Percentage decreas e ill natural frequencies of plates in water
•\Jode type 1st lb d. 21ld bel. 3rlll ulo Ist t ls. 2nd ts,
Partia /Submersion 30.736 26.-110 2,1.:110 17.012 1Ii.7 11
·0.1 ·10.:H9 :H.5 68 :\<1 .08\ 26.I:H zs.em
CFCF Full 0.2 ·12m i 38.120 35.308 26.700 2li .I 'I:1
0.3 ·12.364 :l!l .26(j 35.591 26.846 26. 1'17
Subm ersian 0.'1 42.689 40.0ia :15.60a 26.870 :W. 151
0.5 '12.755 '10.159 :15.647 26.87:1 26. 171
Partial Submersion 32.( 112 2fi,i \i 21AI!J I(U,7.''j IfiA IH
0.1 40.8:11 :16.776 :H .!J24 26.28:1 2.'i. 710
SFSF Full 0.2 42.4J.:i :18.917 :16.05:1 26.8.';2 2fiA 27
0..1 4:J. liO :m.92<l 36.215 2fi.!JOO 2fi.,"i81
Submersion 0.4 4:1..186 -10 .9:12 a6.:l37 26.!J:12 2fi.'J:l8
O••j '[.1..138 10.996 :lfi.:l5.1 26.!J28 2fiA!J!J
t bd.- bendin mode; ts .- to rsiouai mode ; .!!J..
Iaetcr s, which~ equivalent to a decrease in the natu ral frequencies, is est imated using
l::quation .3.26. These data have been plotted in Ftgures 4.15 and {.16, where t he value
coinciding to ~ =0 corresponds to the case of partial submersion.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 display the following fea.lures:
(i) Added mase factors increase with the increase of the depth of submergence for
all modes; however, they approa ch to limiting values with the increase in the
depth of submcrgencce. This indicat es tha t t he effect oC the free fluidsurface on
the plates attenuates as the dista nce Cromthe plates becomes large. Moreover,
t he limiting values of AMFs for the bending modes are generally approached at
a deeper submergence than that Cor the torsional modes.
Iii ) Added mass fact ors have st rong depe ndence on the mode shape type. Bending
modes have much higher AMFs than the torsional modes do. Let us take the
added mass factors of the CFCF plate when it is fully and deeply subme rged
in water as the example. T he limiting value is 2.052 for the first bending mode
while the corresponding value for the first torsional mode is 0.870.
For torsional modes, t he fluid dynamic pressure produces effect on the vib rating
plate in the Corm of moment instead of force as in bending modes. Thus the ann
of force is &Iso a Iactc r to govern the fluid effed. in torsional modes. However,
the aspect rat io(the ratio of width to length) of the plates is 0.308; so the small
arm of force result s in a small perturbation to the fluid field and added mass
fact ors for the torsiona l modes.
(iii ) For the same mode type, adde d mass factors have dependence on the mode
orde r. The lowt'l' t he mode order, t he higher the added mass factor, The
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higher the mode order, the lower t he depth of submergence at which the AMF
approaches its limiting value. This is in agreemen t wit h the results ob tained by
Fu and Price[i987J.
Let us take the bending modes of the CFCF plate to illustrate. T he limit ing
value of the AMF for the first mode is 1.144 t imes that of t he second mode, an d
1.450 times t hat of t he t hird mode. Because of t he higher inerti a of the fluid, its
respon se to high-frequency vibrat ions is less than its response to low-frequency
vibrations. Thus t his results in t he surrounding layer of fluid, involved in motion
by the vibra ting plate, becomes th inner th a n that of t he plate vibra ting at a
low-frequency.
T he limiti ng values of the AMF for t he first bend ing mode is obta ined when t;.
reaches 0.5 or even higher , while t he const ants for the second and third bending
modes are obtained when !;;- is about 0.-1 and 0.3, respect ively. As state d earlier,
as t he fluid layer involved in motion by t he vibra ting plate is determined by the
vibrating frequency, furt her increase of submerg ence level does not bring marc
fluid into motion after t he dept h of submergence has ap proached to a certai n
value.
(iv) Added ma ss factors increase abruptl y once the plates come in contact with
wat er. Let us consider the bending modes of t he CFCF plate . When t he plate
is pa rt ially sub merged in water, the added mass factor is 1.084, 0.847, and 0.746
for the first , second and t hird bend ing modes, respecti vely. T hese val ues arc
almost equa l to half of t heir limiting values. Th is phenomenon seems to show
th at both free fluid surface and the water tank bottom have approximately equal
effects on the submerged vibrat ing pla te when it is far from these boundaries.
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Besides, it is also observed thnt the Huid clfect. alters the Ilmtle order ;lIltl l lw
extent of mode-coup ling of the CFCF plate. T his result s from a um-qual 111't·rt';\SI '
of natural frequencies in bending modes and 10rsil,IIHImodes l !l lI' In th,' pn 'sI'UI'" of
water . When t he plate is submerg ed in water, the thi rd modoand lifth llm,II' of
the plat e in air whose modal frequencies arc ~;9.0S9 I1z <HI(I ii;Jfi. IO·lI lz shirt 10 III<'
second and forth mod es, respectively, as show n in Table ,1.5. Also, when I.ILt'pl<ltl' is
in air, the second and the t hird modes arc ul\co\lplcd /1ightly,colLplt'd (pl~ilk IIHfNt:nfl'
is 34.103Hz). HO\Vl"Jer , these two mcdr-s ht't:olTlI' heavily m llpbl(pcak il il rl~re rWl' is
2.072Hz) when it is partially subm erged in wate r.
Mod al Damping Ratios
The increase in modal damp ing ratios dill.' to lluid effect when the pl;'!.I's <lrl ~ sull·
merged in wate r ar e estimated by
and plott ed in Figures 4.17 and 4.18, where { Qir and {/1~i" nrc the mod al ,1 i\l ll fl i ll ~
rat ios of the plates in air and in water; t he value coincidi ng with ~ =neor responds
to the case of par tial su b mergence. Several feat ul"es Me shown:
(i ) The mod al damping ratio increases due to the prese nce of t he fluid, hu t il il '
preaches to a limiting value as the depth or su hmorgeneo incruasns . Whim th.!
plates are fully and deeply suhmergml ill watc r( !;:-=O.5). the maximum illCWil..~l !
of 3.6 1 limes is observed, which occurs lo the secon d bl~flJ i llg mode of the SFSF
plat e.
.j !}

(ii) Similar to added rna" factors. t Ill' modal t!al1lpin,; raliu.; have stn mg ,1'11<"11 '
donee on the mode sha pe type. The modal ,Iamping rat io for Ill,' 1>I'IICl ill~
modes exhi bit greater increases t han th at uf tOf1iiUlla\ ulOtiL'll Wlll.'11 til,' platt'll
are subme rged in water . When t he SFSF plate i~ fully amldceply sub llK'rp;,.,1
in water(~=O.5) , th e mod al da mping ra tio for t he lirst hc lltlillg mucic illCfc'i!St'll
to 3.15 tim es while the dampi ng ratio for the first torsional IIImll' i!l(:f('a:oll 'll III
l.3 7time5.
4.6 .3 Fluid Effect ver sus Plat e Boundary Condit ions
As stated earlier, the fluid effect on the vibrating ]llalt~ caus es t he (k'Crl'a.~1! in uaturul
frequencies and the increase ill modal ,Iamping ra tios. However, this df.'Ct vari,'S
bet ween the two plates beca use of the variation in t heir boundary cond itions.
from Fig ures 4.15 and " .16, il is observed th at boundary conditio ns sllow littl,·
effect on added mass factors of torsional model . For th e CFCF pld ll, t ill: lilllilillK
values of AMF s are 0.870 and 0.835 for the first and secon d to rsional modes , n-spec -
t ively, whlch compa res wit h t he corresponding values of 0.88:1and 0.870 for till: SFSF
plat e.
However, t he etrect of boundary condition on added mass factora of 1" ~lId i llg
modes is distinc t . To illustrate th is, let us SC(~ t ill! first bend ing modo. Till: iirnit j"R
value of t he AMF for t he SfSF plate is 2.127 while t he eorrespoud ing value fur t he
CFCf plate is 2.052.
T his occurrence might be illustrated using the plate theo ry. It is boundn ey
condi t ions tha t determine ti le frequency equarlon of the plate . Thus tim hlJllllIJary
cond itio ns govern f1 uid·loading d fed t hro ugh nat ural frequencies . From '!'1l.I.1(!S " ..~
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Hilt! 4Ji, il ls observed that SFSF plate has lower corresponding natu ral frequencies
than l.hl l CFCF plate docs. This makes the SFSF plate involve a thicker layer oCfluid
around it into motion. Thus a greate r ..dded mass factor results in.
On the other hand, the elfe(:t of boundary conditio ns on modal dam ping ratios
is not as distinct as expected. It may he the complexity of the fluid motion that
overwhelms this t rend.
4.7 Summary
A notched plate with clamped ends is suggested to simulate the SFSF plate, and
finite clement software ABAQUS is used to optimi ze the dimensions of the notch.
Experiments arc carried out on the CF CF and SFSF plates bot h in air and in water
at six different depth s of submergence, respectively, Experimenta l study on the plates
ill ..rir demonst rates that the tested plates arc good mode ls of the CFCF and SFSF
plates. It is found, from the experimental study 0 11 the plales in water, tha t the fluid
dfed a ll t he su bmerged vibrating plates has two aspects, the decrease in nat ural
frequencies and the increase in modal dampin g ratios . Mode shapes have not shown
disecrnihlo changes due to the presence of fluid.
Th e added mass, which is used to account for the fluid-loading effect, and the
increase ill modal dam ping rat ios clueto the presence of fluid have been evaluated far
the first five modes of the two plates. Several important char acteristics on tbe added
mass and modal damping rat ios have been clearly illustra ted. The effect of the plate
boundary conditions on the added mass factors and the increase in modal dam ping
flilios of the plates is a lso
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Chapter 5
Analytical Study
As st ated earlier, ana lyti cal solu tions to the lIuid. plnte inl.cmdioll probl(,I1l~ , ill whid l
the plate is in contact wit h fluid on one side, exist in t he literature. llowevcr , t ill'
problem in which th e plate i ~ le aded by fluid on two sick'S lias 1I0 t lw~~l1 tlllllli,!"ft'<l
before. Also, no study of the effect of t he dep t h of submerge nce above ami hd llltl till'
plate on the response of th e vibra ting plate hali bct~1I repor ted .
In this chapt er, a.plat e loaned by fluid on two sides is cO/lllidcml. T llca nalyl kal
solution to the vibrat ing rectangular pla te submerged in fluid is liOughl. Thcltl'pftMl'h
is applied to the CFCF and SFSf plates and assessed using n.'!iull, obtairll'd hy t ill'
experimenta l study of Cha pt -r 1.
5.1 Formul a tion of t he Prohlem
An uniform, flat , horizonta lly placed plate, suomergcd in a body of flll i.[ iii con-
sidcred, as shown in Figure 5.1 The platc undergoes ~mall -am pl j l l/ de rrel~ IWII(JillK
vibratio n. Th e fluid motion due to the vihrarlon of the plato produces dynamic pres-
sures pu(:t,y , t ) and P1.(:t,y ,'.) on the upper and lower fluid-pla te inll!rfaces HI} anu
51., respectively.
~I
Pt.(·1:,!!,/)
Figure 5.1: A rectangular plate submerged in a body of Huid
h,
The plate of a length a, breadt h b and thickness 11 has a constant mass per
unit area m and flexural rigidity D, where 0 =~, in which E is the Young's
modulus of the plate materia l, /I is the Poisson ratio, and h is the thickness of the
plate. For a small-amplitude bending vibration, where membrane stresses in the plate
arc negligible, the response of the plate is governed by, see Gorman [1982}
m a2W~;; y,t) +D~r W(r, y, l ) ;:: Pt.(x ,y ,l ) _ pu(x ,y ,t ) (5.1)
where \V(x,y,t) is the upward displacement of the plate measured from its stat ic
equilibrium position.
The fluid, of density PI>is assumed lo be homogeneous, incompressible, inviscid
and its motion irrotational. Thus, the velocity potential, 4l(x,y, z, t) sat isfiesLaplace's
oquatlcn, given by
(5.2)
6·'
Since the fluid motion is irrot ational. the ll11sll'il, ly Bernoulli equation
(ii.a)
call be applied , where
. l)¢
0 ... = ih
Under the assump tion that th e plat e 1IlIdl'rgol~1l IL slllall-alllpl il. tllll~ vihruf.inn ,
t he resulting wave motion on th e fluid surfncc ls of amall-nrnplltudc also. Nq~II~(: 1. i ll l-\
the nonlinear term ( 4J~ + ¢~ + 4>~) for small-amplitude WiWI'S, Equution ;1.:1 run 1)('
replaced by its linearized form, i.e.,
PJ~ +fI +PJ9Z=O (5.'1)
Since waves are assumed to be small, t he linearized Ircc surface boundary mwlilioll
(.1.5)
can be app lied on SF',where w is t he angula r frequency or the WiLVI~ motion caused
by the vibration of the plate.
On the bottom of the tank, the normalcomponent cf velocity is zero, i.c.
(j5
Atth(~ platc-Huid Interfaces S/, and 811, the kinematic bounda ry con ditions are given
by
p.7)
thing Equation 5.1, we have
P/ 7ft I'~-"I +PI) - Plyh l = 0 51) (5.8)
PI7!i 1' =- 111,+11) +PL - P19(hl + h) = 0 SL (5.9)
Subslitution of Equations 5.8 and 5.9 into Equation 5.1 gives the following governing
equat ion
5.2 Solution of t he Problem
Consider now the response of the fluid and the plat e in anyone comb ined mode. The
displacement of t he small-amplitude bending vibra tion of the plat e can be assumed
W(x ,y,L) = W(x,y)T(t)
We will also assume the velocity potent ia l ¢(x , y, z, t) in the form of
rP(x ,y,z,l) = G(x,y) F(z)S(t)
Sub lit ut ing Equat ion 5.12 into Eq uation 5.2 gives
F(::) 'V1G(.t:.y ) + G(X,y)d2~~::) =0
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(5.I1)
(5.12)
(5.13)
G(r , y) is a function of x and y, am l F (.:) i.o;i\ fUII\:t iuII "f1., ""Ith l"folluwiugl't\lI,dillll
ho lds, via.,
whichcan be writ te n as
Q 2 G +J'zC = 0
'::: _ j1zr = 1I
(5. 1-1)
Fl.I li )
where (/z is a real co nstant, and /1 is t he plane wave number , which is detl'rmillt'd hy
the vibrati ng freque ncy of th e submerged pla te and nuill boundary rlllld i1.illlS ill 11U'
x-y plane.
Substitut ing Equations 5.11 and 5.12 into Equati on 5.7 gives
_ r
G(z ,y)S( t) = W(x, y) r ' r'. _l••+.,
where
t~'!I.
JI
I\ p plying Equation 5 .11 to Equation .').12 gives
-- i ( l )
41( z,y , z, L) = F(z )W (x ,y) F' 1' '''-1'''+'')
We also ha ve
_ 'il l)
!/J(z,y,z, l) = /'( z)W(z, ,lJ ) F' )..._It.,
Th e combin ation of Equ atio ns 5.11,5.18, 5.19 and Equa tion 5.JO gives
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(.\. 201
and
(.5.21)
D!:l.[jlsof the der ivations of Equations 5.20 and 5.21 are given in Appendix A, where
WII"i. is the natural frequency of the plate submerged in fluid; [J is a constan t deter -
mined hy the plate boun dary condh lcns. <o.'jl"id ca n be expressed as
(5.22 )
(5.2:1)
m ' is called t he added mass due to t he fluid-loading effect.
Solving Equat ion 5.21 subject to the boundar y conditio ns or t he plate yields t he
values of (j and w /l uiJ as well as the mode shapes. However, the previous expe rimental
work done in the field of fluid-st ructure interact ion has confirmed t hat t he dynam ic
load ing of the fluid has an insignifica nt effect on mode shap es of submerged pla tes,
S('t " Espinosa[UJ84) and Barone and Gallego-JuarezI19 72). The experimental study
involvedin this work also demonstrates th is point. Thus, it is reasonable to apply th is
assumption in the analysis hereafter. Under this assumpt ion, the dynam ic a nalysis of
a plate sub merged in fluid is reduced simply to t he determination of the added mass
aud changes in na tural frequencies and dampi ng ratios due to fluid effect. However,
l lie change in dam ping ratios is not considere d in th e analytical study because of t he
assumpt ion for the fluid. Thus the change ill the na tural frequencies or the plate can
btl !lllh!l('quently est imated once the added mass has been evaluated.
lf the plate vibrates in air. the response equat ions corresponding to Equati ons
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5.20 and 5.21 can be obtnlued hy <Issllllling Ill · =O. l.o..
1"+",:,;,,1'=0
where
3'·1= ...·~,, "I
f)
and WalT is t he natural frequency of th e plat e in air .
T he Constant ;1 is determined by pla te boundary coud it iolls, which art ' ti l<'
sam e whene ver the plate is submerged in fluid or in a ir. Thus one has
1
"'-'JI. id = """ !IT {ji+~
Equa tio n 5. 27 displays the relatio nship between natu ral Ircqnonclcs of the platt' ill
fluid and tha t in air. Obviously, t}IC ad ded mass m" d ue [0 lluid-lmuling dft ~d is 1.111'
only ...Iement to he est imate d. The non-dimens ional q ua ntity, !;i in Equation .i .'/.7 is
defined as t he added mass factor(A:'\'l F ), which is also used to account for t he d rt:d ,
of th e sur roun ding fluid On t he vibrating pla te .
5.3 The Added M ass of a Plate Submerged in
Fluid
Equat ion 5.23 shows that the value of the ad ded mass can he cbt nine.l (JIlO~ t ilt'
func tion r(z) has been solved us ing Equat ion .5.16. ¢,(x , y , a, I), and consequently 1-'(1I),
ILTl ~ not courlnuous at t he fluid-plato int erfaces due to the presence of the vibrat ing
plale. So it is appropriate to evalua te F{z) by consider ing the t wo bod ies of fluid
individually, the fluid fields abo ve and below t he plate . The funct ions corresponding
10 these two bodies of fluid arc designated as FJtz ) and F2{ z ), respectively.
5.3.1 T he F luid F ield a bove t he P la te (Fd
Conside r the equatio n correspondin g to Equa t ion 5.16
(5.28)
subj ect to t he following boundary condit ions:
(i) all t he free fluid surface SF where z= O. the lineari zed free surface boundary
condit ion Equat ion 5.5 combined with Equa tion 5.12 gives
(5.29)
(ii) On the fluid-plate upper inter face Su where z = - hll the kinematic boundary
condit ion Equation 5.7 combined wit h Equati ons 5.11 and 5.12 yields
(5.30)
Pn-vious stud ies in t he litera tu re considered t wo ext reme cases for t he free surface
bounda ry condition:
(il The zero-frequency condition, ..,.' = 0, which yields
,0
t ha t is.
means that the vibrati ng plate is deep ly submerged in lluid and t ill' frTt'tluld sur-
face is st atic. T his condition was applied by LillHl:t[HI:lJl and ~l(' l.a (· h li l ll [I !J:I·! l
to a circular plate and correspo nds to t he infinite rigid wall couditlou.
(ii) Infin ite frequenc y condition , w --+ 00, which yields
t hat is,
Th is condition was app lied by Kwak and l<im\l9!Jlj in solving a uirculnr plate'
problem. The pract ical conditi on of w is bet ween these two cxlrC111C~S .
When the higher frequency limit is assumed , th e previous c~qllat iOll reduces t tl
¢ = 0 at th e free surface, on which the pressu re fluct uat ions due to LIr(l vihriltill/l,
structu re may be neglected [Hylarides and Varus, 1982). T he imposit ion of tlris aim-
plified cond ition immediate ly disca rds Ilexihlestr uctures with low natu ral fn ~qll(mdps ,
since in t hese cases the nat ural frequencies of the structure arc most likely low. In
th is study, Equation 5.29 will be considered as th(~ boundar y condi tion to lw sa.tis li l ~tl
on the free surface.
T he gene ral solut ion ;.0 Equat ion :).28 ill given by
(.';. :11)
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wlf're AI iU)ll /\1 are constants. A negative real con stant, -1~2 , is ass umed on t he
r jght-hund side o r Equa tion 5.1,1,so J;j(z ) can not be represented as a trigonometric
form, since the fluid disturbance should die ou t as we move away hom t he plate.
Ap lllying Eq ua tions S.2Dand 5.30 10 Equation 5.3 i gives
gp + ...... 2 W (x ,y )t
Al = Il[(gll + -.:2)e- "I" _ (911_ w2 )e"h'lG(x, y)S(/)
A
2
= 911 - ......2 W {x ,y )T
1l{(9Jl +w2)e-"h, - (qJl - "'P Je"h1jG(x,y)S(l )
T hus a unique solution can be written as
where
(5.3:J)
5.3 .2 T he F luid Fie ld b elow the P lat e (F,)
Consider the equ at ion correspond ing to Equat io n 5.16
Sl1hjl'cl to t he bou nda ry conditions:
(5.34)
(i ) T he bou ndary condition on the bottom or t he lank, Eq uation 5.6 comb ined
wit h Eq uation 5.12 becomes
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(5.35)
(ii) On the fluid-pla te lower illh ' r t'an ' .<" ,-wlwrt,:: = -(hI +11), t i l l ' killt'1I\atit' ]u)llud -
a ry cond ition , Equ atio n ;j.i combi ned with Elluat i01ls 5.1 I .11111:1.I:! r i"I, ls
/"' 1._ = W{.,."ri·
"1. _ _ (1'1+") G(.r:. !J)S(1)
Similarly, a unique solution can be oburined as
(.'\.:1(;)
where
5.3.3 Added M ass Calculat ions
(.';.:1:'')
The added mass expressed by Equa tion '1.2:1is com prised or two o:omp" lwllts , ;11 1< 1
each one of them is related to the Huid-Ioadmg effects From one hOlly or lluid . T hus,
t he added mass m" can be rewritten as
m" = mi +m ;
where
f1I i =-fJJ ~I''''-''1
m2=PJ~1': -(h '+hl
Using Equa tions 5.32 and 5.3!J yields the compo ne nt mj of 11l!~ adderl tII il S.~
mj =-~ ~~:: ~ :::::
Th e added mass component J111 is ul!ULi IlI'llllsi ng Equations !i.:11and :IAU
( ;j .:I~ I )
(!iAI )
(!).'I'l)
To lIM~ Eq uations 5.'1I and .').'12 for t he calculation of the added mass per un it
area of the plate, mO, one needs to determine the values of p.and C,. This is discussed
in t ho following sec tjons,
Est imation of t he P la ne Wa ve Numbe r !I
The exper iments discribcd in Chap ter -1arc obta ined using a finit e rectang ular plat e
sll h r nl ~ rged ill a hody of water contained in it finite ta nk. If we were to solve' t he
poten tia l flow problem, t he following bounda ry cond itions on the sides of t he tanks
would have lo be satiisficd. These are
~ lrd¥=O
~1~=±.y= O
(5.13)
where I" and £2 are t he length and width of t he t ank, resp ectively. However, we will
avoid solving th e poten tial problem. Instead, we will find a value for p. based on a
h ell ri~ l,ic appm aeh.
In ti le experiments described in Cha pter 4, th e natu ra l frequencies of t he plates
were obtaine d from modal analys is of the plate response to an external excitation .
T his excitation produced plate vibra tions in both ben ding an d torsiona l modes. Let us
sec what happens when a torsional mode is excited in addition to t he bending mode.
H is reasonable to expect tha t Ihe fluid mot ion in the x direction to be determined
by t he ben ding vib rat ion of the pla te. T hus, t he va lue of "'~ is expected to equal to
th e modal wave number of the plate in the x directio n, k~ . Also, because t he CFCF
an d SFSr plates ar e freely supporte d in the spanwise edges , the modal wave number
ill tIll' Ydirection, ky corresponding to eit her one of th e first three bending modes. is
7·1
equal to zero, thus 011 (' ha s
/l r = 3
Since
one has
- I I"!",),,,,II.. - f)
The tors ional mode, on the oLllt' r lmnd, will excite lluid monon ill tl ll' .I' flir.'d iulI,
T he net result will be that t he bending modes are couple..1 by tcrsiouul m'lll.·s .III.! ttl
t he fluid motion in t he y d irection.
The torsional vibration of tile plate will prodll l'e two waves lmvcl l i ll~ ill opl'"silo'
directions. These waves will soon be reflected UII the tnnk wall~ allil will fcnu iI 1>00si.'
mode wave motion , which is a st anding \V/lV~ whl_ Wil W' '" lllllx'1'I', , tC!I" ·IIO I.~ \lilly
on the tank width . Th us,
T he net wave motion ...ilI be the sum of lill'!wave motions ill the X and y Ilin 't:ticlIlS,
wit h a pla ne wave number p given by[KulIdu . nmol
II =~ (.'iA(j)
T his value of IJ. can t hen be used ill Efllllli ions ."lA t and !iA2.
This rationa le is used to cnlrula u- the wave uumhor for tllf! di fff:n:u l 1"'lIIlilill
modes es shown in Table .;. 1. III 111l'sc calculations, t he value of p, is kepI UlIIslalil
Table 5.i : Wave number of the CFC F and SFSF plates
I'. P
MOlle 1st l bd. 2nd hd. 3rd bd. l st bd . 2nd bd. 3rd bd.
crcr ua« 6.5838 10.9798 15.2176 13.1853 15.8450 19.0285
S/':5FpJrl!r. '1.70.51 9.2598 13.8294 12.3550 14.7055 17.9377
T he Icllowin values a re used in the calculation :g
(i) steel prope rt ies: (I = 7850kg/m2 , E=2.0 7 )( lOll N/m 2 , /I = 0.3;
(ii) the natural frequency of t he plates in air fei. ta kes the values
obt ained by experimental method.
I bd.cbendlng mode.
al
where '-2= 0.55 since the same transverse wave exists (or the t hree ben ding modes.
Coefficient C.
Consider the coefficient CI expressed by Equati on 5.33
C. = !Jl.t + w2
gp._ w2 (5.47)
which relates to t he gravity acceleration g, angular frequency of the wave mot ion in
fluid w, and the wave numb er p..
Obviously, t he frequency of wave motion at t he free fluid surface equals to the
frequency at which a plate su bmerged in fluid vibra tes . Thus when a plate vibrates
at its nat ura l frequency of one bending mode, onc has
W = W /I "i J = 211"fai..(1+ AMF )- t (5.48)
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Wa.ve numbe r p. is dete rmined US11l! Equat jon 5.16 ill which
where
Tn =7850 x 9.36 x 10-:1=7:1..176 krJllll1
Substit ut ion of p and w into Eq uat ion 5.47 giVCllC. = I (Il '\! F./. i. ) . Wllt'n AMI" i~
equal to 0.5, 1.5, 2,5 a nd 3.5, respectively, the graph of C. versus I... i~ Jllu u..~ 1 ;11
Figure 5.2, It is observed th at
c. ::: -1
T he lowest na t ural freq uency of the CPCF and Sr SF plates in air is .')0,871111., l llll~
Equat ion 5,41 can be simplified to
. '!1- I+ e21r.. 1'
Tn ,= p I +e 21r. ,..
5.4 Discussion of the R esult s
5.4 .1 The Add ed Mass from th e F luid F ield a b ove the Sub-
mer ged P late
Subst ituting t he values of p. given in Tab le .'j,1 Into Equat ion ,SA9 glves the Valll f:ll
of mi. The non-dimensional added mass coefficient AM F l can th en he plotted .u
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Figure 5.2: C1 versus the nat ural frequency I.'T
a. funct ion of the dept h of submersion hi' The relationship is shown in Figures 5.3
and 5.4 for the two plat es CFCF and SFSF, respectively. The two curves portra y
the same general characteristics. For!; less than about 0.06, the non-dimensional
added mass coefficient. AM F1 increases linearly as the depth of submergence. The
relationship then becomes nonlinear and the values of the A,ll F. for different modes
taper off to constant values independent of the depth of submergence. The limiting
value for the AA-IF1 is higher for the lower bending vibration modes.
For the CFCF plat e, the limiti ng values of AMF. are 1.03219, 0.85893 and
0.71523 for the first, second and third bending modes, respectively. The corresponding
values for the SFSF plate at'! 1.1015i . 0.92549 and 0.75872. However, for both plates.
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..1'\/ "'1 l'f'il dll'~ !J,')% its Jimilill~ l'al1u' when ~ is approximately 0.28. 0.22 and O.l!)
for I,l ll' first , SI'l:Ol\U and t hird 1 J(~ !llli l1 g moues. rospcctively.
5 .4 .2 T he Added M ass from t he Fluid Field below th e Su b-
merged P late
Sim ilarly, ti ll' relationship bet ween t he non-dimensional added mass coefficient A.lIf·;
and 11 1 for the CFCF and SFSF plates ('M I b,' ohteinc d using Equation ,)..12. as shown
ill Fig ure :j ..j aJltl.'i .6.
Figures .j ..'i and ,"1.6 show (:erlain common characteristics for l U I F1 in both
fiI S f ~S . tl M i'; decreases wit h the inc rease. of the dist ance h2 for all bendi ng O\OUl's.
l-or II value of ~ greater t ha n about 0.2. A.l1iSs ap proach to limiting values . It is so
beca use t.he tank bottom effect on the \'ibr ,·· ing plat e diminishes with t he increa se of
the distnnce bet ween the m.
III uddl tio n. AM PI and :U / F2 have the same limiti ng values for the corre-
spo ndi ng mode of plat es. T his (act indicates tha t free fluid su rface and the water
tan k bott om have eq ual effect on t he subme rged plate when it is far from these
boundaries .
5 .4.3 Total Added Mass of t h e P lat es
If 11 1 =:: :!75 mill, which is th e sa me WIllie as t hat in the experi men ta l s tu dy, AM F2 call
Il,' ,·s!.imlltt'd by using Equatlca 5.'\ 2. which corresp onds to t he pa rti al submersion
t:i lSl' when hI is zero. This, together with the values of AM F1 in Figur es 5.3 a nd
5..1. gi\'t's t he tot al added mass factor for th e CFC F and SFSF plat es submerged at
different dept hs, as show n in Table :3.2.
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r ·r<"f pl,,' . .'W"'/-" J,IIIII
''''':';_1.\lO"~ 1:<1 TI"I. :?,101 h.1. .Inl :..1. I".IHI. ~n.1 htl .
1'lIrl iul "U~lIlr_'Yf_lIn 1.'::l:lIifi n.:,:,!J:!1 [ Il.i l."';!i 1.111111-1 n.!I:?litlH 1I .'.·~":'11
c_f--- .._ -
t 0.01 1.1:lt:,S 0.9 11'10,1 n.,':'Il:l!J;l 1. I!J:.!H!1 Ln l l!):l O.:- li ,·, I
0.0"1 1:210W I.O:I-IDlJ U.SS!I!I:1 I.:.!:-In; !l u n:.!l ; n.n:t lss
0.0:1 1.:!9."l:.!G l. 1I~;:!:I t1.!lill!Hl 1.:Uili:H 1.ISH:.!!J 1.111 "I\!)
0.0·1 l .a'liiO 1.1!J1Hi:\ l .n,IV)i I .·I-ls mi t .:.!li,,!IS 1.Il!JI:!!i
0.0.') 1..I.)3IiO l.:!hsSI l. II IO·1 l .;\:'!(jI):1 1.:I-IIl:.!1 \. I:I!IIH
0.06 1.;,2.'):W 1.:l:11:.!:.! l .liiS!i:.! 1.lmo·I!) 1.-lIlS:IS l. :.!l !l j :1
t-u O.Oi Uill :t\ 1.:!!l:!:,-1 l.:.!iTSO l .miSS:'\ 1. lin ll:1 1.:.!i :!Ull
0.08 I.li.'il-I!J I.H :IS:t 1:1;:)9 11 \.1:11:H I.:,:.!:.ll!) J.:Il(ilil
O.llil l. iO;j"iG 1. · ;~~: 1i" I .:.!I:!:IO l .i S!J:.!lj I.;,i :ti l 1.:\'"1 111,
0.10 l .i .'j.I:.!li I.;i:!flli-I 1.:1:!1:!li 1.~II IS 1.li lli:!O 1.:ls;,:lll
0.12 J.S3510 1..h"fii:1 1 .:Ui:!~J 1.!J:.!!I:l:l U iS-Hi. 1.1:I:!1:'i
O.H I.S!)fi!.J9 l.li:,!!lOli 1.:I,'\,'\ I.'j 1.!J!JS.'j·1 1.i :I,Uifi ! .-Il i:lrr.!
0. 16 U H: j:JtI l. (j.jS:!' 1.·10101 1 :!.().iI SlJ J.i"i'U:I!I I. IS:!!!!)
0. ' 8 1.97i ril I.fijS 11 1.·IIV,1 :!.I)!J:.!H 1."i'!J:':,li 1.·19.'1 i li
0.20 2.00261 I.fi!JI.,)2 1.·I:!DiS 2. 122:I:l UlI :i/r.J 1 .;In:I~
0.25 2.038iO 1./086 2 1..I1i69 2.l(i 17·1 I.s:lfif.x I .;I I :I:!.~
0.30 2.0!H3 1 I.i IH fi 1.·I2!J69 :!. II)&')!I I.S·l;JS.1 I/ , Ifi:!/
0.35 2.06097 1.716!J.1 IA:W26 'l.. I!lMlI UW,:i.i 1,.'",1712
0040 :!.063i!l 1.71112 1.-I:W,t:1 2.:..1(12'11 l.s.'iOi l Li l j.ln
./iu6muytnCt: 0..15 2.06·198 I."i'li!)!) 1.·r lO·18 2.2tHlI!) I.R:i l:.!:1 1.;, llI!)
0.50 2.065,18 1.7 IliO!) 1.1:10·19 :!.:"1].m:! Ul .'iI·I:! Li l1.il
0.60 2.06.'H8 I."i'ISI·1 l ..IaO,I!) 2.:,,'1):,·17 1./l.')J:i:I J.:", ITi:\
O.i O 2.0658·1 l. i llll·1 1.'1:10·19 2.:W.;.'i8 I.H."j J!H l..i I7.j:\
0.80 2.0638,1 l.il SI'1 1.01:10,19 'l.205IiO 1.8.il.'i.'i 1,.'",17.",:l
0.90 2.06.;85 1.7 ISJ.l I ..J:I(H!) 2.20560 1.8.')1:,.', 1,.'", J7r,:!
1.00 2.06·j8'i 1., 18].1 1.,I:llJ.! l 2.20!".i60 1.8.')J."I:' l.:lli;;:!
Jbd.cbendin mode' ..
5.5 Comparison between Experiment al and An-
alytica l Resul ts
F i ~lIl't : 'i.7 .\1111.1,8show the comparisonbetween the analytical and expcrillicuta) stud-
it'S /III the addt'!:] mass facto rs, where "ana." and "exp ." mean the resuhs obtained
ill\:id i l\ ~ with b; = 0 correspond to thl' cases of partia l submergence. It is found
111M hothanaiytica] nndexperimental stlldk-sare in good agreement. 11011"('1'('[, small
dis!:rl'pancy (lo (~ exist. The deviation !J.'I.\\'C('fl the measured and predicted added
mass fiu:lur is ("iI!clllalcd nsing
and tilhulalt..'tJ ill Table .5.3, where /1.\1P lind tiM F~ are the added mass factor
ollla;ncll hycx pcrimc1l1aland ilnalytical melholl,rcspcctivc ly.
'lablo .5.:l SllOWS that the deviation of the SfSf plate is genera lly greater th,111
tha t uf the CFCF plat e, an d the largest deviation is i .916% which occurs (or Ih"
SFSF plate. The discrepancy is mainly attributed to the divergence in boundary
rouditlous of both platesand fluid heh\'(~~ 11 the analytical and experimental studies.
I'ossiblc reasons to cau se the discrepanc y are:
(i) ,\ s stated earlier, any decrease in the actual support rigidity due to support
s1raillS fromthe infinite value assumed in the analytical method or slippage
ai, the fixed ends willlead to a decrease in natural frequencies. T his error is
brought in by the manufacturingof theCFeF and SFSF plates.
(ti) The plate area is smaller thll the fluid surface in the experiment study. The
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.\l ode 1st f b<l. 2nd b<l. Srd bd.
PQrti(//.~l/ b l/lt: r!Jtll cr. ·1.679 -1..')02 <\.119
to . IO 3.256 2.'170 -1.53--1
C //C F phJIr. !"rtf! 0.20 -1.275 -4.959 -2.251
0 .30 -2.189 -0.2 1'1 -1.361
subnic rqcnce 0..10 -0.939 3.742 - 1.3·18
O..iO -0.677 ,U 73 -1.116
Portia! suinuc rqcncc .i.749 -7.553 .r.roc
0.10 0.815 -7.625 -1.770
srsr plate Full 0.20 -5.290 -7.9 16 -4.037
0.30 ---1.'1 03 -4.238 -4.000
su bme rg enc e 0..10 ·3.878 0.825 -3..114
0.50 -3.188 LIlO -3.330
-
"
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annlytical solut ion prt'st'lIled in Ihill sllll ly. hml'I'\'I'r. billlir.,lIy ,lSSlllllt'lI lhill lll<'
pinto has t he same area as t ill' s lJrf"cl ' of rlu- fluid .
(iii ) T he sid e wall boundary coudit ions ill lI11 ill an- not fully sOIt isti,',!.
(h') The assnmptlon of invisrid iluid. irrctntiounl tnotion and liu-nr wnve-s ill 111O'
analyt ica l st udy is only all approxjtna tjon.
(\') The unavoidable noise involved in tlu- l' xp,~ril11l~llt ;d lIllhly is il1lol.llt'r n-ason 10
cause t he discrepancy,
5.6 Summary
The solution to it vibra ting p la le IOiHll,<:1 by lluid un two lIid l'lI ill pWlI l' ll l.t'd, T Ilt'
gene ral linear ized fluid free surface houurlary condition ill ;lI. pl il~d , 'I'1i.. rd a1.i 'llish il'
between the a dded mass due to Ihe [lnirl- loading dfect a nd I,h., rk-pth (If sul.m"f lo\" Il"'·
above a nd bel ow the p late is cst<lb l j ~hl'd.
The pres ented a nalytica l solut ion is app1il ~d to the eFeF <1 1111 SFSF pJal.los,
The comparison between the a nalytical a nd cxpcnmcnral st udks 0/1 the a lld l'll muss
factors of the CFCF' and SFS F pintos subme rged ill water ill mude, am] tl ll~ ~.md
agreement between them is obse rved. 'r ilehi~gcs l discrepuncy ill7.!J11;%, whichoccu r..
to t he SFSF pla te.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
Whe n a str ucture vibrates in fluid, t he interaction between t he struc ture and fluid
resu lts in a decrease in the natu ral frequencies and an increase in the damp ing ratios
of t he vibrating structures. T his thesis has Investigated the fluid-pla t e interact ion
prob lem using a nalyt ical and experimental methods.
In the experimental study, a notched plate with clamped ends was used to
simulate the simple suppo rt in t he SFS F plat e, and finite clement software ABAQliS
was used to optimize the dimensions of the notch . Exper iments were carried out
Oil t he CFcr and SFS F plates bot h in air and in water at six different depths of
submergence, respectively. For th e ex perimenta l study on plates in air, the obtain ed
nnt urnl frequencies of the plat e! were compared with that from the finite element
program ABAQUS. Th e maximum de viation of 15.;9 7% was obser ved in the CFCF
plat e. It was concluded that th e notched plat e with a clamped end is a goo d approach
10 t he SFSF plat e, and tested plates were good models c f t he CFCF and SFSF plates.
For the experimental st udy on plates in water, it was observed that due to the
presence of t he fluid, natural frequencies of submerged vibrating plates decr eased a nd
moda l da mping ratios increased. However, mode shapes did not show discernible
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chang es, The add edmass factor and the innl'lIsl' in modal IlalllpillA ratios of ti ll' two
pla tes due to the presence of t he fluid wert' evaluat ed fill' l h,~ first lin ' 1Il1)\!l-S , ' I'lu-
effect of plate boundary conditions 011 the vibrat ion of tIll' p laIt's ill 11",1(1'1' WilS il ls"
invest igated , Concl usions drawn from tl«- expr-r jnu-ntal scudy 111"(':
(i) Add C(1mass factors and (['\luping rati os increase wit h t.ln: i ll n" ils,~ of t.lu-dr-pt.h
of submergence for all modes: however, llwy approach limilillg 1",lhH's with llU'
inc rease in the depth of submersion.
(ii) Bot h added mass factors and dam ping rario us have strong d"P\'lI t ll~l H:t~ on ti ll'
mo de shape type.
(iii) Ad ded mass factors have rlcpcudeurc on t he mode order s.
(iv) Bot h free fluid surfa ce and t he water la nk bottom have app roxima tely tIll'
sa me effect on the submerged [l l a LI ~ when li re vilJrilt ing plat e is Iar from 1.1I1"S'·
bo undaries.
Analytically, the solution 10 a vibrating recta ngular plate loaded !ly llui,l Il l!
two sides was presented. The general linear ized fluid Ircc su rface boundary condition
was appli ed. T he rela tionsh ip between th e added mass due to t he Iluid-luading df" ct
and the d ept h of submergence was e-st ablished . III seeking the ana lyt ical solution, ll lt:
following assumptio ns were made: (i) the plate under goes a small-am plitud e Iwrll! in~
vibr atio n and results in a small- amplitu de wave motion ill t he Iluid; (ii) the IIllid is
homogeneous, incompres sible, invisckl and its Illation is irrot ntioual; (iii ) the dynamic
loading o f the fluid has an insigulficam drec1.on mode sh ilJ)(~s ; (iv) tllf: plJl,le field ill
t he x-y plane has the sam e size as 1Itat of til, 'tuid surface.
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T ile presented analytical solution were applied to the CFCf and SFSF plates.
1\ good agreement between the analyt ica l and experimental st udies on the added
1I1a.~s factors for the two plates in water was obtained. This demo nstrates that the
presented analyt ical solution can be used to predict t hc fluid effect on the natural
frequencies of rectangular plates submerged in fluid at different depths.
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Appendix A
Derivation of Equations 5.20 and
5.21
As st ated earlier, a separable solution to the bending disp lacement of a plate and the
velocity potenti al in fluid can be sough t in this study, i.e. ,
lV(r ,y ,t ) = W(r , y)T(t )
O\"" " t) =G t" ,) F(, )S(l)
Then
By app lying Equat ions 5.18 and 5.19, one has
(A. I)
(A.2)
(A.3)
"'W = T\7'W (A.5)
Apply ing Equa tions A.3.A .4 and A.5 to Equatio n 5.10 gives
where the te rm pJgh i! asIatic 10;\(1. it has d r....-I ulI l~' on the r-quilibrium pos ir ion . hilI
no t 011 the dynamical response. So Equation :\ .6 ca n hI.' solved without c·ull s i. I,·ri l1 ~
t his staric ter m.
Consider the equatio n
t hat is,
where
(m + m")w t + DTV'''W = 0 ("-:oil
(A.!)
In the Equ ation A.B, W( z,y) and Tit ) a re, respecti vely, rllllc tiullS o r posit ion ,lUrl
t ime only, so the following relati onship holds
(A. Ill)
tha t is,
(A.II )
(A.12)
where
2 m+m"
' = - /J-
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